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Abstract: Daycares near city centers use public streets every day. This practicum 

looks at how spaces on a commeraal street couid be modifïed to help daycare 
participants becorne more cornfortable and more involved in their surroundings. A 
Eterature revient was wnducted in order to une& h m  young chilken grow and 
leam, the role of play in their growth, their perception and use of space, the unique 
role that public space phys in a-child's introduction to its world and current ideas 
about designlig outdoor spaces for children AU of these issues are discussed in 
order to lay a foundation for the analysis and exploration of a commerd street 
frequently used by one WUUiipeg daycare. Caregivers and childrenps concerns are 
taken into consideration in the final suggestions for street modification Safety, 
access, comfort, wayfinding belonguig, understanding and delight are factors of 
street design that are presented as being important to the caregiver and the M d .  

%me suggestions are made for paving design and various oUier street details. Two 

sites dong the street are chosen for more intensive design modifications. 
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1 knew a woman who was the caretaker for a core area apartment 
on the corner of a mid-sized street She needed the job to make ends 
meet, but it meant that she could not leave the b1oc.k duruig the day. 
Her active two year old would not stay within the four wab of 
their one becùoom apartment, so the two of them spent many hours 
playing in the patch of gave1 just outside the apartment door. 

There are many mothers, like her, who despite their best 
efforts find it diffidt to absorb the stresses aeated by the confines of 
poverty, the dienation of the city center environment, and the care 
of s m d  childrea Families that rely on subsidised daycares to look 
after their children, and the caregivers that work with them * O  

stniggle wïthin a physicd environment that is uncornfortable if not 
hostile. It is in lookuig for ways to make their lives and the lives 
of the little ones they care for a little better that I embarked on thk 
study of daycares on aty stree ts. 



Chapter 1 
Introduction 

As an adult &ety we try to hide young children away from the street Our 

planners and designers create safe Iittle pocket parks hidden away kom the dangers 
of kaffic and pollution, but the children sülI use the street  Yet the streets are îhe 

viens whïch cirdate the lik blood of the community.Young children instinctively 
know th&. They are m g n e t i d .  dratvn to the street -The tcvo to six year olds of the 
Ellice Avenue daycare use the streets around their daycare eve y day, if not with the 

daycare workers, then as they come and go with their parents or older siihgs. 
These streets are an integral part of th& wery day surroundings. 

One in five Mdren in Canada live below the poverty line- Most of these 
poor families üve quite a bit below.1 The majority of the chiidren at the EZlice 
Avenue daycare, in Winnipeg's  est central area, receive a subsidy for their daycare 
fees. 2 This indicates that many of these childten come from families that stniggle to 

make ends meet. 
Poor children suffer fiom the extra stress that economic problems place on 

the* families. Psycho-social (mental and rdationship) problems wrhich might 
otheniise be under conbol are aggravated by the economic situation, making home 
Iife more Iikely to be unstable or abusive3 Special effort is needed to invest in the 

lives of poor children. A better designeci street cannot give a child the kind of care it 

needs, but it can help to take stresses off of care givers. A well designed street can 
provide stimulation, can support comrn1;UUcation and can show the child that it is a 
welcome part of the human community. 

The street  hid di the Ellice Avenue daycare uses most is not a quiet 
residential lane, but a mid-sized commercial thoroughfare. There are spaces dong it 

1 The Canadian Councii of Social Devclopment Review tound that the average Canadian family 
living below the poverty line were $8300.00 below the poverty üne. 
2 The daycare director, Karen. commented to the writer that most day- in the area, induding the 
one she supervises have trouble 6üling any of theü nort-subridy spots. It is a plicy in Manitoba to 
allow each daycare a certain number of nibsidised spots, and then a number of non- subsidired spots. 
3 The poor diild msy not rrceive nurturing, positive mental stimulation, commu~cation, the chance to 
give and -ive love and to k taught about king a part of soâcty, because ifs caregivers are not able 
provide these thùigs. These are issues raised by the National Lonnitudinal Sumey of Chiidren and 
Youth which showed that children who are pdor and well parented do ai least as weIi as children 
who are middle dass or wealthy but poorly piwnted. DE Morin of the Hospital hrr Chüdren in 
Toronto, commented that children below the poverty line are 3.5 times more Likeiy to display conduct 
disorclers, and antisocial behaviour .(CBC radio, Mrirningside, January.1997) 



which provide information, interest or delight, in a safe, accessible manner. There 
are &O spaces which do none of the above. If the worst of these spaces were changed 

into positive spaces, the street could increase ifs positive influence and alleviate 
some of the stresses on the young diildren and th& mgivers- 

The street is a complex place. The issue of cfüldren on the street brings up 
apparently conflicting goals. Ideas of what is safe for young children often seem 

direcüy opposed to ideas about how they need to be stimulateci to grow and lean In 
order to make suggestions as to how a commercial s k e t  could be made better for 
young children, it seemed important to look at what recent research has revealed 
about the needs of young chrldren as they relate to the physical environment- This 
age group does not clearly articulate its priorities to civic derision makers, but 
meeting it's needs is nevertheIess important to alI of sotiety.4 

Overview of Chapters 
Much of the information presented here has implications well beyond the 

scope of this practicum and may apply to caregivers as weU as designers of children's 
indoor and outdoor spaces. It seemed important to make a wide ranging report in 
order to place the streetscape design wihin the context of the purposes of caregivers 
and the design goals of other spaces used by young children. 

The analysis of street spaces used by a Winnipeg daycare is found in chapter 
7. The subsequent suggestions for modifications to Ellice Avenue, the adjacent 
commercial street are presented in Chapter 8. Chapters 2 - 6 provide the context of 
background research that is a basis for the decisions made and the priorities set for 
the street modifications. As this idormation will be of more interest to some 
readers than to others, the following is an overview of the contents of each of these 
chap ters. 

Chapter 2 deals with the social and physical realities that daycares are rvorking 
wïthin As more and more families need two incornes to cover costs young diüdren 

4 in hancial terw. money s p n t  on high rïsk chüdren at preschool age ends up s a h g  society much 
more by the time the child ir an independent aduit. The Percy Preschaol Ebject, done in Michigan, took 
duldren with a number of risk factors. It put the childien in a weii planned p d o o l  program, for €ive 
halt days a week and induded a home visit once a week . These chihicen then went on to regular 
schooüng. The pmject fonowed them until age 27. By this thte the state had saved $7.16 for every 
$1.00 spent in tenns of the percentage of money saved on decreased criminal activity, highschool drop 
out rate, teen pregnancy and w e l k  usage. in addition four times more than average were making 
$2000.00 or more a month and therefore contributhg to the tac base. More and more rsearch is proving 
that it is important to make sure that children have a good SM early in Ue. 



are increasingiy introduced to public Me through the institution of daycare. 
Regdations require that daycares have at l es t  75 sq. fti of accessible outdoor space 

per M d .  However, these spaces are often poorly designed or, as in the case of the 

Ellice Avenw daycare, unusable due to constant vandaüsa Even where private 
outdoor space is usable, most aty dayaes reguiarly use the public hcilities around 
them. In older neighbotnhoods the immediate environment is often rich and bill 
of stories. h order for the daycares to take full advantage of this richness, the street 
must become a place that is seen as d e ,  accessiile and cornfortable. 

Chapter 3 Iooks at the mle that space, particulatly public space, plays in the 
growth of a young chiid. The young M d ' s  primary caregivers are key to how a chiid 
is permitted to act withùi space. The controIs or encouragement h m  the caregiver 
and the design of the space itseIf are heavüy influenceci by cultural and 
socioeconomic factors. When children are first introduced to a space, they rely 
heavily on the knowledge and reassuances of the ovegiver to guide them. The 
stimulus level that a new space provides is high, regardles of iYs complexity. Young 

children tend to be more mipressed by the advity and people within a new space 
than by the space itself. ln time the the child gains confidence and mastery of the 
p a r t i d a  space or of the type of space, (eg. ail playgrounds). If a space is designed 
with the M d ' s  access and safety in muid the caregiver can recognise the child's 
knowledge of the space and can allow more keedom. A space or space type rvhich is 
weU known to the M d  is endowed with an element of ownership and of control. 
Desipers should keep in mind that children are not only different from adults in 
the way they perceive and act in the spaces around hem, they are also different 
from each other, in the same way that one aduk is different from another- 

Chapter 4 looks at ideas about children and play. When dowed to, children 
play ail the time and wherever they are. In order to understand what types and 
levels of play behavior can be accommdated in a commercial street settuig, play 

itself must be understood. Play is usually divideci into motor play, involvïng 
movement; functionaI play, involving exploration and testing of objects; 
constructive play, involving building activities; dramatic or make-believe play; and 

games with des.  Different types of play have been tied to types of leanring or 
emotional development in the Md. Research shows that certain types of play 
environments foster certain types of play. Adults involveci in children's play can 
help to inaease the complexity and duation of play situations. The presence of 



adults can also allorv a tvider range of activities. Designers for young children's play 
spaces should be consaous of the addt and &ow obsemation and access to the 
chiId. Creating rich places that can sustain the diversity of play is a challengïng task. 

Chapter 5 tooks at specific age-related play activities as they are connecteci to 

places for play. Toddlers (roughly 18 months to 3 years) and presch001ers (roughly 
age 4 - 5 yrs.) function at very different ability teveIs. Whether pushmg newly 
acquked running skills to their Limits or testïng every newly acquired treasure rvith 

all five senses, tociders are always hungry for more. It is a chdIenge to aeate spaces 

which permit these intense and varied explorations, but aiso provides spaces for 
quiet retreats, all rvithin the umbrella of safety needed for such inexperienced 
explorers. 

Toddlers gradually develop into preschoolers. Four and five-yearslds take 
their new abilities and knowledge and begin to explore thern on more abstrad 
levels. Speech, make-believe, use of vimal symbols and an interest in "big" 
questions about death and God, are hademarks of this new stage. Although spaces to 
develop physical abilities and blow off steam are neceçsary, they are relatively easy to 

provide. The challenge is to create spaces that allow for complex social interactions, 
transformations, constant new discovery and an introduction to the tvorkings of the 
addt world. Nature haç many constantly d w e g  properties that can be 

invaluable in aeating this type of richness in outdoor places. 
Chapter 6 looks at places where chiîdren play, both designed and non- 

designed. Playgrounds and play structures are used more by presdioolers than by 
any other age group. However they only account for a portion of any child's play 
tirne. Design philosophies for playground spaces have evoived frorn traditional 
swings and slides, to comprehensive play structures and finally towards a system of 
play zones for different types of activity. Nature spaces and road spaces are non- 
designed play spaces that preschoolers use. The nahial world should be part of a 
M d ' s  life fkom an early age. Roughed-up meadow and bluff types of enWonments 
are appropriate play areas for p~ch001ler. T r a c  poses a big problem in street 
spaces, tvhich o t h e d e  contain many attractive feahues for play. Some trafic 
taming strategies are diswsed. Winter transfomm all these envimnments, bringing 



a new set of Menges and opportunities to designùig for chilcireas 
AII of these chapterç form a background of ideas which are the context in 

which the s e t  modification's are suggested. Although older people in the 
community remember better ümes and places, the young chil&en only see rvhat is 
there nonT. Even if al l  that is achieved, by rnodifying the street is a few less stressed 
daycare workers or parents, a few Iess autepedstrw accidents or cases of frost bite. 
and a few more children who take @de in where they corne hm, the process 
wodd be well worth the time and money it t h .  This project iç an inveçtment in 
the future. 

5 Although it was originally the intention to add a chapter deaüng with site considerations such as 
wind, pollution and drainage, the cestraints have requiseci that it be omitted. Some good resources on 
this topic are Carolyn Franck' chapter on " Daycare outdaor settings", Peovle Places -Design_ 
Cu idelines for Urban Ouen Swce , Thomsen and Borowiecka's CMHC publication, Prairie Winter Plav 
Patterns, and Band Anne Whiston Spim's chapter on "Better Air Quality at Street Level", in Public 
Streets For Public Use. 



CHAPTER 2 
THE INSTITUTION OF DAYCARE 

Dayûue is a government regulated institution which suppIements the tasks 

of looking after and soâalising the youngest members of society; a task traditionaljy 

done solely by the family and immediate community. 

Today, roughly one thud of Canadian chïiâren age five and under require 
supplemental care for thirty or more hous a weekl ï h i s  nutnber contiinues to 

grow2. In Manitoba, nearly 60% (54.100 childm in 1988) of those under five live in 
large urban centers of 100,000 or more. 

Two parent families comprise 82.4% of families with children in Manitoba. 
Often both parents work, not out of choice but out of necessity. Where the woman is 
the sole parent. finances are often even tighter, and the need for full tirne chiid care 

becomes more acute.3 Many single parents bring theh children t o  the Ellice Avenue 
daycare whiie they attend the University of Winnipeg, or Aduit Education classes. 

Both educationd institutions are Iocated on the same street and bus route as the 
daycare. 

When a duld spends most of her day being m e d  for by a non f d y  
caregiver outside the home, the age-old system where a M d  ventures out horn the 
home into the world is disrupted. Yet the M d  still needs to leam the skills of 
functioning safely and effectively in public space. The daycare is inaeasing1y 
significant as a location from which the diild begins to understand the workings of 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

3 There are four different of publ&tions connecteci with the Canadian National Child Care Study 
that were used in the wrihg of this chapter. They are ali teferenceci in the bibliagraphy, but as 
information tends to overlap fiom one publication to the next ail teferences to the information shall be 
in the form (CNCCS, 1992 -93). However, most of the information mentioned above can be found in the 
Manitoba Report. 

2 in 1 9 9 2 9 %  of marrieci woman with children less than age 3 wue employed, up h m  % in 1981. 
Those whose youngest chûd was age 3 - 5 with pbs rose but 4635 to 62% in the same time p e r i d  
Despite this there has been very iittle red growth in family incorne since the early 1 W s .  (Statistics 
Canada, Cat.No, 89-5923 E, A wrtrait of Families in Canada) 

3 in Manitoba, lone parents accounted for 17.6% of aU families with diüdren in 1988. ui Canada the 
percentage in 1992 was slightly higher, at 2W. In 1991 women kaded 82% of these famiiies . Lone 
parent families are one of the poorest groups in Canada, in lm, 62% lived below the low incorne cut off 
set by Stats. Canada. Such families are also less likely to own any of the tools that make life foc 
families casier, nidi as, a car, theu own home, or a washing machine, cornputer or VCR 
(Statistics Canada, Cat No. 89-522 E, Lone Parent Families in Canada. / CNCCS, Manitoba Report.) 



the world around hirn. 

Daycare Choices 

In Canada, even though need for supplernental care is increasing, the 

institutional daycare is not seen, by parents, as the most desirable system. Whether 
for a few hours or as a mgular full thte arrangement, family and relatives are the 
preferred supplementary care t h .  This is particukuly true for those children 
under eighteen months of age. (CNCCS, 1992 - 93) 

"Care by f d y  and relatives" is a category which describes a number of 
different types of arrangements. Children may be 1ooked after by parents who work 
at different ümes of the day, by grandparents, aunts or uncles, or by older siblings. 
Although cost is certainly one factor fuelling the populanty of Uus type of are,  in 
many cases keeping the diild within the family, especïally during the fKçt years of 
life, is basic to human desires, and the structure of human Society. 

Unlicensed f&y daycares are also used by Canadian fiunilies fairly often Of 

preschoolers age 18 month to 5 years, 18% are in this type of arrangement. 
Unücensed daycare has the advantages of great fiexibility and lower rates over 
licensed daycare. Unlicensed daycare is usually pmvided in a home, with a 

maximum of five presdioolers or infants being cared for. The care givefs own 
children are often induded among the five. nie atmosphere is generally very 
persohal and quality of care is very much dependent on the care giver. In this type of 
arrangement it is fairly easy to find a care giver with a si& cultural background 
to that of the child. 

Licensed f d y  daycares appear to provide a best-of-both-worlds situation. 
The program, caregiver and facility are monitored by the daycare authorities but the 
atmosphere is sül i  relatively like home and allows for more individual attention. 
There are relatively feW faalites like this available in Canada, so the percentage of 
children attending them is very smalL 

In Canada, oniy 10% of those 18 months - 5 years old and 3.2% of infants in 
daycare, attend daycare centers. The number of ho- per week that each diild 
spends at Ecensed daycare is higher Uian at other fonns of c m .  Childien from new 

born - 5 years in licensed dayrare spend an average of 30 hours pet week at the 
facility. Many of these diildren, particulafly in the inner âty, corne from low 



income faxnilies. In such families, the financial need for govemment subsidies, 
together with the la& of licensed family daycare avaüable, make daycare centers one 
of the few possile care options. Relatively high fees at licensed daycares mean that 
when families no longer qualify for SUbSidies they se& 0th- forms of care for their 
children, Generally, daycares in Winnipeg's core area do not have any children 

attending who are not subsidised.4 

Among the experts there is disagreement as to what type of arrangement is 
the best for the chiid. Rescott and Jones (1972), see the advantages of home diild 
care situations, rvhile Hiu (CMHC,1980) sees the disadvantages and dangers of 

children in dcensed situations. 
Daycaze Phiiosophies 

"It appears that increasing numbers of early childhood educators have corne 

to recognise that the child has a body, mind and feelings, and are dehning the goal of 
preschool education as effecting developmental changes in al l  three." (Weinstein, 
1987) While most daymes try to balance the range of childhood learning and 
development theoria within their daycare systern, there are still a wide range of 
philosophies available in daycare programs. Most goveniments require that every 
daycare has a statement of UWr program phüosophy. 

The purpose of outdoor play, even in daycares wïth the most adult centred 
philosophies of learning, is usually child-centered ffee play.(Franas,l990) This 
makes the problem of layout vs. philosophy less complicated in outdoor 
environments than in indoor ones. However program philosophy shouid still 

guide the form and content of outdoor space. "Childreds self initiated changes in 
space utilisation play suggest that space and arrangement of material not only affect 

the M d  but let him know indixecitly who he is supposed to be (or at least who we 

think he is) and how he is supposed to leam"(Yawkey,l990) 

The existing regdations governing the outdoor space for daycare centers in 

Winnipeg are: 

Remdation 9(31 Every licensee who operates a full tirne daycare center, ... 
rvhidi provides daycare for more than four continuous hom per day, or school age 
daycare center SU provide or have access to outdoor play space which provides for 

4 Author's conversations with daycare supervisors in the central west area of Winnipeg, 1992-94. 



a minimum of 7 square metea (or 75 square feet.) per child and accommodates the 
greater of 50% of the numbet of licensed spaces or 55 square meters (592 square feet.) 
and 

a) in the case of a full time daycare center ... which provides more than four 
conünuous hours of aire per day the space SM be located within 350 meters 
(1148 ft) of the center. 

W a t i o n  9(51 Where the outdoor play space in subsection (3) is not 
adjacent to the daycare center, the licensee shall proade d e  access to the 
space. 

9(61 Where the outdoor play space is adjacent to the day care 
center and is owned or rented by the daycare center or the licensee, the 
licensee shaiI ensure that (a) the space is fenced; and (b) a minimum of 50% 
of the area is gras, sand or a similar surface. 

Redation 10(4) Every licensee who operates a full time daycare center 
... for more than four continuous hours a day or a school age daycare center, 
shall provide outdoor play for children attending the daycare center on a daily 
basis except where: 
(b) wind dull conditions of more than 1600 watts per square meter, 
temperatwç below -2% , or other forms of indement weather exist. 

Outdoor play is obviously considered important by these regdations There 
are only a few limiting factors on the quaüty of the play space. The recommendation 
of 75 square. ft. per diild is crithin research recommendations, although some 
researchers rvam that when there is less than 100 square. ft. per M d  it must be 

very well p l a ~ e d  in order to keep the chiid occupied for any length of time 
(Esbensen,'SO). Similarly the regulation that half the outdoor space should be 

surfaced with a soft material and shodd be fenced foUows research 
recommendations. However, there is ncthing here to ensure the quality of the 

content or the layout of the space provideci, whether public or private. 

Winnipeg's Central Daycares 
Many daycares in central Winnipeg use aty parks as their outdoor play space. 

Even those with private space use public facilities on a weekly if not daily basis. as 
one daycare director mentioned, it is only reasonable to use the public facilities as 

they offer much more than what the daycare is able to offer within ifs own space. 
These daymes average a maximum capacity of forty children, and range 

between twenty and eighty. The only daycare which has eighty spaces, is located in a 



residentid zone in the very center of the city, aaos the Street from Central Park5 

Advantages of an Urbui Site 
Many &an daycares only use public outdoor space. The quaiity and content 

of this space is thetefore aucial to the functioning of the daycare and the growth of 
the chilchen in its are. 

"The total environment should be recognised and considered for children's 

play, not just parks and playgroundsLïhe diversity of sumundings accessi'ble to 
children should indude al l  aspects of daily life of the adult comrnunity and its 
natural and bwlt s~r~ounâings." 

(International Policy Statements on Play Spaces, Ottawa,1978) 

Older city neighbourhwds are often much richer than recently designed 

places are. In the early 198(Ys, Moore did a number of studies in England with 

children ages 8 - 12 years.(Moore, 1986) The three areas under study were a housing 
development within an older city shaped by the industrial revolution, a new towm 
of the laie 19Ws and a high traffic area Mthin London. The new torn was found to 
be over simplistic, sith ifs greatest asset king the non vehidar trails connecting 
different parts of the toum The housing development w i t h  the older aty was 
found to hold the greatest potenaal for learning and child development because of 
the great variety of information, spatial types and hdable objects. The London area 
was greatly hampered by access problem oused by the h&c Although areas wiüt 

potential for Ieaming and development were there, the children were not dowed 
to get to them. From this two important points can be drawt. The bt is that new 
developments are sometimes over simpiXed and can be without the richness of 
history, detail, or usable objects that older places have. The second is that no 
amount of richness and variety is of use to a child unless it is accessible and 
perceived as safe by caregivers. 

Richness in oIder areas of the aty is not only present in the history of the 

physical environment but also in the richness of activities present. Cooper Markus, 
after quditatively studying the environments Uiat her landscape design students 
grew up in, conduded that chiidren bmught up in suburban, designed 
developments did not favour that type of environment as adults. This contrasteci to 
those who grew up in areas of nature, forest or farm, and those brought up in the 

5 information obtained from Chiid Day Cam, Manitoba Family services, 1995. 



aty. It appeared that the poverty of environmental information in the suburbs and 
the separation between working M e  and famüy life resulted in the distaste for the 

suburb in later Me. In contrast her students told chiidhood stories of forages into 

nature or observation of adult working H e  with intense personal involvement. 
From this she conduded that such experiences were of extreme signi£ïcancef even 
into adult Iife. 6 

There are areas near the enter of Winnipeg where the edge between public 

and private is ni1l of interest and information There are other places, like the back 
of the University of Winnipeg, which do little more than present an 
undifferenthteci mi.l of brick or metal to the person on the street One example of a 
place ~rhich involves the passer by is the West End Cultural Center, on Ellice 
Avenue, at Sherbrmk Street Although the building fills it's entire site, the xvalls are 
covered rvith colorful paintings of dancing people and other simple but expressive 
motifs. My daughters were taken there by their babysitter when they were two and 

four years old. Ever afterurwds they recognised the building with a sense of 
ownership, remembering the people that were part of that event, 

In rnany ways a daycare situated in a aty neighbourhood has opportunities to 

draw from the richness of its existing surroundings. Cities are, by definition full of 
people and events. Cities are also full of a wide variety of Merent places. The 
challenge which daycares encounter is in obtaining access to these places and events 
within reasonable levels of safety and comfort- 

6 Sebba's more recent research, cornparhg addt and childten's favourite places, 
might qualify this conclusion slightly. Sebba condudes that the significance of 
experiences with nahue is not apparently important at the tirne? but becornes 
signiscant as a symbol of what it felt like to be a diüd within such a situation.(Sebba, 
1991.) 



Chapter 3 
The Signincance of Space for a Young Child 

Children's p w t h  and development, emotional, physical, mental and social. 

are affected by the physical and soaal environment that the child is in. If designers 
are to be successful, in takuig on the task of designing developmentally supportive 
physical environments, it is important that they understand how a M d  develops 

and what role the physical environment plays in that development. 

"Research shows clearly that the hist four or five years of a child's life is the 

period of most rapid physical and mental g r o ~ h  and of greatest susceptiibility to the 
environment~"(HiL1,1980) Many studies have been done, not only on how chiIdren 
develop. but on how the design of their environment affects that development. 

Although not all developmental theorists can agree on the exact ways in which 
diildren's growth is affected by the physical environment, there is no doubt that 
children's behaviour and identity is affecteci by what is around Uiem. 

There are several areas of study which supply information to this end. 
Geography, planning, deve10pmenM and environmental psychology ,and 
anthropology al l  contriiute. Although their spheres cross, each disapline cornes at 

the problem fiom a different angle. Developmental psychologists and 
anthropologists tend to see actions as the result of the child's "personality", stage of 

development or cdttual irnperative. whereas environmental psychologists and 
planners tend to see the environment as the cause of differences in action. (Garling 
and Valsiner,1985) Geogtaphers tend to study how people use, understand and 

categorise the environment (GarlingJ985) As it is a relatively new field of study 
the complexities of man-environment relations are far from king completely 
understood. However, general outhes of how children are affected by the complex 
world around them, are becoming clear. 

Human Need - safety, access, and place theorg 

The human animal is very capable of adaptation. However, the goal of 

placemaking is not to aim at mere stuvival, but to support the full range of 
human potenüal and experience. There are certain factors which must be present in 

an environment before positive grontth can occur. Maslow's hierarchy of human 



ne& points to safety as second only to food and water, when considering what is 
essential to any human. ( Masiotv,l943) 

For the very young child the most important signal of safeîy is the primary 
megiver or the swogate. As the M d  grows, increasing importance is placed on 
the s e d t y  found in her physicai environment ( Gariing, 1985) 

'Wuman beings seem to require a certain amount of familiarity with th& 
sumoundirig before they can feel totnfortable.'' (hiver &Greene, 1977 as in Beate, 
1984, p.36) A physical environment that parnits a child to act within it wili leave 
her with a sense of familiarity. This familiarity indudes aspects of possessing 
knowedge about a parfi& environment, being able to deal effectively within it 
and being able to predict consequemes. 
Place as a Culturai Phenornenon 

There is no physical setting that is not a socio-culturd setting and vice versa 
(Rappaport, 1992) . For soaety to function weU the physicai environments and socio- 

cultural expectations of those spaces must support each other. Where cultural and 
physical setting are at odds, a young child wül have trouble developing a 
bctionuig relationship with the places around him. 

Throughout history humans have changeci their environment to reflect and 
support changes in theY cultural structure and values, and to mediate their soaai 

relationships. (Rappoport, 1992, Heidmets,l985) This alteration of environment 
ranges from the larger cuiture, (which constnicts single family dwelling units when 
single families become the sipifkant unit of group identity), to the personal level, 
(where the child refuses to share his chair with a friend). 

Physical situations do occur where the wrs do not consider the 
envimunent to be supportive of their s& structure. These situations are 
sometimes because the physical environment was formed during a period favoring 
a difkrent social structure, or because the people in power have imposed a physical 
structure on the users in order to benefit or control them. Borklid desaibes such a 
case in her Swedish study of children's play in two housing developments . Here the 

parents of young children took them to the superrnsed play park because they 
believed that this was the best play situation. However, they would have chosai to 
have an appmpnate play space doser to their homes. SimilarIy, on one of the 
housing estates Borklid found that 20% of all play activities occurred on areas that 
the children were banned £rom playing on, namely the manicured and landscaped 



hrm. Ln this case the physical environment had not k e n  conshucted according to 
the chiIdren's &O-physid needs, so they disregarded the niling body's decision. 
(Borklid,1985) Many cases of this type have ken recordeci. (Moore.1987, 
Borklid,1985, Rappop0rt,l992 ) 

When the physical environment is in discord with the social structure then 
users rviIl often fight to reinstate a structure that supports their social desires. 
However, when the discfepancy is consistent and severe, the Soaety structure is 

altered to the detriment of the users. (Heidmets,l985) An example of this is the 
numerous cases where neighbou~hood SOQeties have been destroyed when re- 
housed in high rise apartments. Sudi situations often lead to "vandalism, acadent- 
proneness, non-participation, and alienation hom the immediate Me 
environment." (Heldmets,1985,pZ6) The built environment w ~ r k s  best rvhen it 
supports social structure. 

Society and Culture in Development seftings 

Culhue's truth resides, "not in expliat formulations of the rituals of daily Me 

but in the daily practises of persons who in acting take for ganted an account of 
who they are and how to understand their fellows' moves."(Bmer,l987) 
The young child's work is not playing. It is, to meet the "countless demands 
socialisation places on them."(Elkind,l981 in Johnson,l987) It is in meeting these 
demands, and forfeiting their own impulses and desires, that children learn how to 
hct ion  within society. 

"Many aspects of people-environment relations are essentially cultural 
phenornenon- impossiile to as truths for al i  t h e  and all situations. " (Moore, 
1987) As designers it is important to understand one's own cultual biases when 
aeating physical environments. 

To some extent children must learn to function, not only within theh owm 

culture but also withïn the dominant culture of the society that they live in They 
must leam to adapt to change with a B e ~ i t y  not required of previous generations. 
(Prochansky 6r Fabian, 1987) However, designers and caregivers shouid be aware 
that culture is central to how cornfortable a child can be within an environment- 
The built environment is d e  up of socially detemineci cues. These cues didate 
hou. it is socidy appropriate to act (RapoportJ992) A y o w g  dùld is just beginning 
to leam these cues. If the cues in the home environment are contradictory to those 



in the daycare there will be cortfiasion as to how she is to function in the daycare 
environment, 

Sometimes this leap between cultures becornes possibIe through a 
transformation m the built environment. An iJiustration of this is a case of a 

daycare serving Navajo chiidren. The children in the daycare were not seen to 

engage in any imaginary play. Nothing in the middle dass oriented daycare made 
any connecfion with the child.fenfs home lives. The kitchen in the daycare had Little 
resemblance to the ones in thM own homes where much of the cooking was done 
over an open £ire. One day, p d y  by accident, the toys in the free play area were left 
up agaixtst the wall after cieaning. The Navajo dddren began to engage in vigorous 
soaodramatic play. Finally they could make an association between the toys in the 
daycare and the structure of their circuliv hogan home environmentS. (adapted 
fkom p.144, Johnson, 1987) In this case the h o  environments of home and daycare 
were too different to malce enough connections to engage in make believe play. 

Soa~~economic ciifferences make a type of cultural division between 
children of the same soaety. Strong merences have been found between children 
of lower classes and those of the rniddle cIass. Research done in the United States 

on the amount of sociodramatic play done in indoor and outdoor environments 
found that lower dass boys and g ~ k ,  as weIl as middle-ciass boys engage in more 
make believe play outçide than in This finding may have co~ections to how these 
groups of children spend their home Me. It may also be connected to whether the 
indoor environment of the play center corresponds to the indoor envimunent that 
they parüdpate in at home (Johnson etal. ,1987.) 

The caregiver as the facilitator between &Id and environment must h d  
ways to make comections between culture at home and culture in the world. The 
physical environment of the daycare, and of the neighbourhood at large can make 
this task easier and more successful if it is put together with those connections in 
mind. 

Place denning individual and Swety 
Establishing Sclf Identity 

As a M d  grows she estibIishes her place in sodety both W u g h  identifying 
herself with certain p u p s  and differentiating herself h m  her socio-physical 
environment, Children corne to know themselves through their transactions both 



wïth a physical and a social world. One of the speaal qualities of the physical 
environment is that it remains stable so that it does not itwlf change, but ody 
reflects a chüd's manipulations- This makes a patticulatly valuabIe domain for the 
development of sense of self. ( Hkrt,1987). There are three distinct Ieveis of this 
identifiation/diffmtiatiom 1) The first is intemal or personal control over 

third is the development of seIf consciousness. In aU three, the physid 
environment is used to develop and express these three relationships to the self and 
to others. (Hiedemets,l985) 

These developrnents start very early in life. One of the b t  words that 
children express, is 3nhe". She manipuiates abjects and social relationships 
through this one word. Leaming what is not hers and where she is not to go is 
equally sip.Sicant in her development of s e l t  This expression of idenîîty in 
comection with place deepens in complexity as the diild grows. There is a great deal 
of emotion hvolved as a child dedares, this ïs, "my house", %y daycare", "my 
room". This type of reIatiortshÎp to pIace not only occurs as an understanding of self 

but as a statement of who she belongs with She recognises her social attachments 

in the statement, "this is our howf'.(Prochanski and Fabian, 1985, Hiedemets.1985) 
Privacy and Speciai Places 

"ChiIdren create places for themselves fkom at least the age of three and 
probably earlier. The earliest forrns of places are found rather than bdt ,  they are 
imaginai rather than physical transformations. "(Hart, 1987) From the fVst found 
spaces it is a small jump to the movement and combination of such materials as 
sheets, beds, diairs, leaves, mown gass and saap materiab. The type of building is 
strongly infiuenced by the type of materials available . "In almost all cases, even 
mlth these young children, the architecture is co-operative.."(Hart, 1987) 

A.AMhe was conschas of the use of special places fnni a very young age 
rvhen  he wrote this poem thinking of his son, Qiristopher Robin: 

Halfivav D o m  
Haîfiway dom the staits 
Is a stair 
Where 1 sit 
There isn't any 
m e r  stair 
Quite like 
It. 
rm not at the bottom, 



rm not at the top; 
So this is the &air 
Where 
1 always 
stop. 
Halfway up the stairs 
Isn't up, 
And isn't down. 
It isn't in the nursery, 
It isn't in the town, 
And all sorts of hurny thoughts 
Run round mg head: 
Tt isn't reaIIy 
Anywhere! 
lt's somewhere else 
instead!" 

AA Milne 

One of the topics whïch is receiving attention in research is understanding 
the child's need for privacy. This is parficularly important in the daycare situation. 
I W e  the prevailurg western culture teaches a need for personal control over 

private space, the daycare provides very little opportunity for this. In one study with 

kindergarten children (c.5 years old) it was found that the impossibility of having 
one's otrm place for play \vas related to the development of dissatisfaction ~ 5 t h  life 
conditions among the dllldren(Lunge,Pitk dr Tukvikene,l983, in Hiedernets, 1985) 

The children fdt that Me would be better if they codd choose to play in a place that 
was d their own Thiç feeling was COM&& with the fact that spaces are used to 

mediate social relationships, and if the ChiIdren did not have spaces h t  they codd 
control they did not have a way of limiting access between themselves and other 
children. 

However, children do fïnd ways of ueating their own private spaces. In a 

recent shidy (Readdick and ~en-Ciatdy# 1994) it was found that 58 out of 100 
children in the daycate under study felt they had special places of theV own within 
the daycare environment. Of that 58 oniy 7 felt that their spedal place was their 
cubby. (This is the spaœ which most daycares provide as the M d ' s  special place) Of 
the sixteen that had chosen outdoor places, there were no duplications, but in the 
indoors sometimes two or thme chil- had the same special place. More of the 
children who had been at the center hr a long p e n d  of time had a speaal place 
within the enter. Children often controlled these speciai places by deciding who 
was allowed in or kept out This study showed that thae is a need among children 



to aeate private spaces, ckim ownership, and control soad relationships through 
their conîrol of space. 

Place Identity 
First experiences and first familiar places are central to the development of 

later " appreciati~ns~ values, prelerences and attitudes,"(Cooper Markus, 1974)This 
applies to types of places and the objects within them. The feeling of stability, safety, 

and çane degree of power over these b t  places will continue to affect the chilci's 

emotional development, into adulthood.(Beate, 1984) 

Prochansky and Fabian (1987) emphasise that place identity,i or the "complex 
integrated defining 'image' of the physical world as [the a d ]  has experienced it-" 
is an important subset of self identity. The home, and increasingly the daycare, are 
the fùst places where this type of identity develops. men, the next place with which 

a young child fomis a relationship is the imrnediate physical neighbourhood. 
The young child ti the city is genedy not let out into the neighbourhood by 

itself. It is always accompanied by an ad&. This allows the child to establish a 
process of "safety" in the neighbourhood environment. The neighbourhood is a 

much more complex soao-physid environment than the home or daycare. The 
urban child must not only leam how to ded with the complexities of such an 
environment, and to enjoy the richness of the social and physid settings found 
there, but she must also leam those aspects of urban neighbourhood which threaten 
or present danger to her. The complexities of an tuban setting, even more than a 

small t o m  or a suburb, requW mastery of environmental ski& of understanding a 

setting, competence in using it, and control of it. (Prochansky k Fabian, 1987) 

Gradual access is a vital ingredient in the assimilation of a place into a young 
child's identity. Gradual access can be aeated through the physical environment , 
with the traditional stages of movement ftom the house to the porch, to the front 

1 Prochansky and Fabian take what they c d  "place bdongingness" one step further than the more 
traditionai idea of "place identity", which is a static connedion to sWal places. They point out that 
self-identity, although it has mots in childhood eprience and understanding, changes over the life 
cycle. T'o view self identity as necessafily, or desirably sbtic is faise, So tw, to view place identity as 
s b  tically connecteci to a single group of places is iimiting. "Children look at the envitonment, physical 
as weU as social, for ways in which to understand theic surrowidings, to satisfy needs, and in doing so to 
behave appropnately. AU of this in tum contributes to a place identity in which competence in and 
control of the phytical wotld is an emergent aspect of self identity."(Prochans~ L Fabian,8ï) Once a 
child has learnt how to a d  in a place type, she will be able to use that information in other places of 
that type. For example an understanding of house in Canada, generally carries with it a process of 
entry. Once the child has leamt to ring the k H  or knock and wait to be invited in, then she d l  be able 
to perform this method of entry at other houses. 



yard, and finally to the sidewalk and street settings. In this scenario each stage allows 
retreat to the previous one when inaeased safety is requited. Graduai access can 
dso be created through the p'esence of a caregiver, in whîch case the person 
becomes the place of safety. The most successful situation wodd appear to be where 

both place and caregiver provide oppomuiity for exploration and retreat. This 

situation is the most desiable to both parties, M d  and civegiver. Howwer, as can 
be seen in the Swedish community d e s c r i  by Borküd, (1985) the culturai and 
physid environment o h  hampes this progression. 

Problems occur when neither physical nor social safety retreats are available. 
In such cases the young chiid is generally not dowed out into the neighbourhood- 
An example where this is tnie is for young children in apartments above the fourth 
floor. Qiildren under five in this situation will often remain inside, except when 
accompanying an adult on an adult errand. (Cooper-Markus, 1974, Hayground 
Assoaation,l978) 

Important to access and safety, both perceived and a- is the ability to 
function effectively in, and to control, an environment. Whete physical access is 
awkward and full of risk, ~ 4 t h  little opportunity for retreat, a caregiver WU prevent 
a young chiId nom exploring. Even when the caregiver attemph to be the element 
of safety within such an environment, the tendency is to reduce the tensions aeated 
by the environment by severely reshiding the child's movements Ivithin it. Thus, 
before any other aspects of creating public environments whicfi are supportive of 

young childteri can be considered, problems of access and saféty (perceived and 
actual) must be addressed. 

Generally, if environments are designed sensitively for physical access, and 
the presence of young Mdren, the relationship between adult and M d  will be less 
stressfui and more supportive. 

Environments that Support Cuegivers 

Ultimately, regardles of the goals of the center it is the directors and 

caregivers that carry them out. 'The centrality of the teadieis role in influencing 
diildren's behaviour has been demonstrated by studies of both preschool and 
elemenîaq school dassrooms... the young child is highly dependent on the adult for 
approval, direction and attention and shows strong tendenues to mode1 his 



behaviour on that of a nurfiuant adult."(Prescott and Jones with Kritchevsky,l972) 

Increasingly researchers are recognising h t  the environment affects how 

caregivers and children relate to each other. 'Tired or irritable teacfiers, apathetic, 
,hyperactive or uninteresteci children, high noise level, and a large amount of 

teacher directed activity all have a high likeiihood of king spatiaiîy induced." 
(Prescott and Jones with Kritche~çky~l972) There are two categories of pmbIem with 
daycare environments which affect caregivers negatively. The first is the poverty of 
environment existent in crowded or over-simplified conditions. Such conditions 
create situations where children spend more thne in fighting and disruptive 
behaviours, while caregivers direct much of their attention to disciplùie and crowd 
control (Rivkin,199û, Frescott,1972) The second set of problems arises when the goais 

of the center and the layout of the environment are at odds. This leads to a constant 
battle between the caregiver and the physical environment. (Moore,1987, 
\Yeinstein,1987) When a caregïver does not clearly understand the relationship 

behveen the environment and the goals, she may h d  hetseü giving directives 
which go against the center's goals.(Kritchevsky,l%9 in FranQs,l990) A common 
example of this is the center which states that outdoor play is essentid but has very 
limited access to outdoor play areas. 

During infancy the M d  needs adults who can give dependable nurture and 
patient physicai care. These needs diange during preschool, when the M d  needs 
adults who are fnendly, but who are also strong and d e n  in their directives and 
capable of participahg in and extending the M d ' s  enthusiasrn for a wideniflg 
world. Throughout, the child's access to the physid world is controlied and 
modified b y adults. 

The infant is still very dependent on the primary a r e  giver to help thern 
function within the environment. If the caregiver is to aliow the e t  or toddler 
outside then the outside environment must have faidy easy access to the caregiver 
~vhiie &O providing some areas which are developmentally appropriate for the 
toddler to roam in. This will d u c e  stress on the caregiver, and in tum on the 

infant. 
Safety in the Outside World 

If safety, both perceived and actual, is a hction of how well an 
environment is known by the caregiver and by the M d  together ~ 4 t h  how much 



control either party can assert over that environment, it should be possible to alter a 
child's environment so that it is, and is felt to be, safer. This table kom Giviing and 
Valsinger (1985,p9) gives suggestions of where significant places in the child's life fit 
into the kamework of possicb>e control over safety. (If the caregiver in question was a 
daycare worker the categones of home and pfeschool, would likely be reversed.) 

- - - - - - - - 

Fig. 3.1 - Controllable environments and Safety 
- addapted from Tommy Gading, and Jaan Valsiner (eds.).(l9û5). Children 
Within Environments - towards a ~svchology of accident mevention. 

controflable environment 

known unknown 
to parent to parent 

Taking into account that the place terms used are general and that they would 
not fall into these categorïes m al l  cases, the table helps to dar@ some of the 
common attitudes and behaviours towards different types of spaces. Home is 
obviously considered the most safe environment for children. Not only is it knotvn 
to child and parent, but it is controllable by one or both parties. No amount of 

rn 

uncontroUable environment 

known unknown 
to parent to parent 

I 

howledge of an environment is is effective d e s s  those involved can "exerase 
control over the environment and there is no way that they can do that unless the 
environment is predictable and if these reguiarities cannot be leamed." 
(Valsinger, 1985) 

This is not to say that children shouid never venture into an area that is 

known 
to M d  

unknown 
to child 

YARD 

STREET. 

unpredictable. Adults often take guides with them when entering an unknown 
wildemess. The guide may be in the form of a map with instructions, or in the form 

PRESCHOOL 

NATURAC 
ENVIRONMENT 

of another person When a child must venture into the unknown the best guide is a 
comptent caregiver. This is partidarly true where traffic is present. Instructions 
and map guides are also usefd in making the environment safer. Presdioolers (3-5 
years) are able to recall a mental series of landmarks if casuaily pointed out by an 
adult when following an unknown route. Children of the same age have also 

HOME 

GARAGE 

PLAYGROUND 

FREND'S 
HOUSE 



show ability to follow a route within a maze using abstract maps. (Spencer and 
Blades, 1985) Garling (1985) suggests that the design of enWonments with the aim 
of preventing children's accidents has been prhady focused on the removal of or 
the protection from injury-causing agents, whereas it should also be directeci 
towards making environments comprehensible, predictable, and controllable. 

This is not a new idea to design guidelines, however it has rarely been 
proclaimed as acadent saving in scope. Prescott (1976,1985) has always advocated a 

clear circulation within playspaces, to prevent confusion and collisions* Signage has 
also been induded in the design guidelines as king central? not only to 
comprehension of a place, but to risk management.(Moore etai. ,1987) although care 
should be taken in creating such signs as children can be confused by the meanùig of 
symbols if they are not explained by an adult. Another safety aspect advocated in 
desigxi guidelines is the element of choice within play structures. This indudes 
choice of levels of diffidty as well as the option to get out of a situation which the 

child is uncertain about.(Talbot and Frost,1989) This element of dear choice is 
instrumental in the M d ' s  abiüty to avoid accidents. (Ciay invemez bIoudon,1987). 

Parents tend to underestimate their children's abilities to make 
knowledgeable safety decisions. The M d  will tend to avoid situations where she is 
uncertain of king able to remain"safe". However, one environment where parents 
often overestimate the child's ability to safely make decisions is the street (Spencer 

and B1ades,1985) This problem is discussed hirllier in the section on streets as play 
spaces. 

A set of guidelines, first introduced by Jane Jacobs (l%l) and Oscar 

Newman(1973) is encompassed in the idea of defensi'ble space. The four original 
aspects of defensible space are: 

- surveillance, or eyes on the street; indicating that where there are enough 
people watching activities in a space, they provide protection against 
vandalism and crime. 
- dearly defined territory; architectural cues that determine what space 
belongs to the daycare. This definition makes it easier to keep intniders out* 
- image and milieu; when the image is of a busy, well used space, others are 
less likely to feel they can move in and take over. 
- safe zones; that a Mdren's place be located near other "de" activities, such 
as a sdiool or church, and not near to seemingly dangerous places, such as 



busy roads, large parking lots, or industrial areas.(Moore et.d.,1979) 

Place Penieption 
It has long been believed ihat the= are stages that chüdren go through in 

forming mental ideas of space. Much of the understanding of these stages is tied into 

Piaget's theones of human development. Recent research has thrown doubts on 
whether the stages that a child uses to understand spaœ occur in sewence (ie. 
accumulating complexity) , or are each used at different times in different situations. 
(Spencer and Blades,1985) The problem of egocentrism is centered in the chilci's la& 
of experience and skill ather than in a cognitive inability.(Bruner, 1987) So that 
v\Me the child may be able to understand space as a three dimensional constnict, it 
may be unable to use it and is certainly unable to express it as su&. 

Even in the expression of space, ability seems more dependent on expience 
than age. Hart (1979) fouml at least one four-year-old who could relate key places 
around his home in relation to the threshold and to each other, while he was 
elsewhere. Hart conduded that this understanding of space was aeated through the 
sheer amount of thne that the child spent in these places, playing by himself and 
wïth his siblings. Hart also found that children in general had dearer mental 
pi- if they had more exposure to the environments around them. One boy 

rvho had partidarly clear images of his environment in relation to others his age 

had a father who drove with the child in the front seat and spent t h e  pointing out 
aU the things that they passed. Finally, Hart (1979) discoverrd that kindergarten 
children had a much dearer idea of the relationship between their home and school 
if they walked rather than being driven between the two. 

While a M d  may be able to cognitively grasp space in a fairly çophisticated 

marner and to use space to control social interaction, she does not relate to space in 

the same way that adults do. Adults in generd and designa in parücuiar are v q  
visual in their approach to spaœ. Adults have cokted a childhood full of sensory 
information, and base their understanding of an object on the visuai Uifonnation 
combinecl with the years of semory information already stored. Chiidren are in the 
process of building this collection of sensory eXpenence and need to be in doser 
contact with space in order to understand it. They depend much more on touch, 
taste, smelI and hearing in order to understand their environment. These senses 
require a more direct contact with the environment. 



A chitd will identïfy more with the people present and the action within a 
context, than with the space as a whole. (Olwig,1990) When asked what their 
favourite place was and why, 8-10 year olds did not h s e  in favor of spatial or 
visual characteristics but for activities that were possible, relationships that were 
supported or feelings that were sustained, such as love, security, or freedom, 
through the use of that space. (Sebba,1991) 

This Merence between how adults and children experience space becornes a 
problem when vimally oriented designers, design a place for children on a flat 
square piece of paper. It is also a problem when the most appropriate places for a 
diild to learn and play are labellecl as unsightly and therefore undesirable by the 

adult population. (OMg,1990) Research on playgnnuds has shown that sometimes 
the visually pleasing sculphued technique of the designer in making a children's 
place does little more than the conuete jungle of the "taditional" playground in 
terms of faàütating children's play experience. (Hartle and Johnson,l993 , Weinstein 

and Pinciotü, 1988) The designer may know what is required by the child but may 
not understand how to break out of the visual language of her profession long 
enough to locus on the M d ' s  sensoqr, constructive and imaginative needs. 
(Olwig, lm) 

Pemnality and Dwelopment 

While young chiidren relate to space differently from adults, they also have 

as much range in personality types as adults do. The under fives "are as rnuch a 

collection of individuals, with uianite variety, as any other age group" (Clover,199û) 
Young children do not all react to developmental stimuli in the same way. This 
should not be surprising; different people are interested in difkrent types of things. 

Personaiity, a word used to d e s a i  a wide variety of phenornenon, is still a 
relatively elusive fador in developmental researck The most commonly accepted 
measure of cognitive style is field uidependence/dependence. The field 
independent child has an easier thne fin- a simple figure within a complex 
design. It is assumed thaï the chiid's perception does not get caught up and glost" in 
in the total design. The field dependent M d  has trouble finding the same figure. 
Some researchers have found that field independent children sought out more 

objects to play with, while field dependent children were more people oriented. It is 



dear that in make-believe play styles there are thase, d e d  dramatists, who are l e s  
object dependent and more verbal, whïie others, caiied patterners, are more 
dependent on bang able to mwipuiate objects amund thern to mate the fantasy. 
(Johnson, 1987) 

When tqhg to create pkces for yaung Mdmn the important thing to keep 
in mind is that provision s h d d  be made for as wiàe a variety of peRohality types 
as possible. According to Gardenefs th- of multiple intelligences (Yawkey,l989), 
each M d  is endowed at birth with speâfic genetic ptedispontions that evolve in 
interaction with envirann\mtal events produchg differing levels of talent in 
specific inte1lectua.i domains. H e  identifies these categdes of intelligence: "(1) 
logical-matheniatical, (2) lingpisac, (3) qatid, (4) kinesthetic, (5) musical, (6) 
intrapersond, (7) inter-personal. Gardener beliwes that pviding for exploration of 
each of these intelligences, within play e n . e n t s  will aid nahaal personality 
differences to emerge and develop. 



Chapter 4 
Development and Play 

Play seems to be any activity whkh has no end purpose or desired result, but 

this definition becomes less usehil the more that play is studiecl. Over the past 

century many adults have studied why children play. As with child envimunent 
studies the attitude with which researchers approach the study of play and the 
theories which are put fomard seem to be doseIy connected with the researcher's 
area of study and social belief systems. There is a range of theones about the purpose 
of play. Purposes range h m  the prucessing of ideas and feelings, to modulating 
stimulus levels. An attempt wiU be made to expiain some of the ideas about play 
rvhich have gained support and whidi have some application in the making of 
places tvhere children are likely to play. 
Categories of Play 

Before launching into theories of why children play it is helpful to define play 

a little more clearly. Generally play is placed in four categories: motor play, 

huictional play, constructive play and dramatic play. Game playing with d e s  is 
somehes used as a fifth category and sometimes included as a form of dramatic 

play. Most of these categories were laid out by Piaget. Constructive play was added to 
them by Smilansky in the l%û's. (Hartle and Johnson,1993) 

Another way of categorising play is by the social situations in which it occurs; 
solitary play, paraUeI play, associative play, and co-operative play. In the 19Ws 

Parten divided these types of play into the age groups when children are able to 

sustain the type of social interaction with pers required for each type of play. 

( JohnsonJ987) At the age of two, solitary play seems to dominate. Gradually social 
ability inmeases unol by the age of four full co-operative or social play (as it is often 
d e d )  becomes a dominant type of play. However, al i  types of play are seen 

throughout the age range. 
In research situations play is often desaiid by combining Piaget's play types 

with Parten's social situations Many researchexs record the type of activity Uiat they 
observe within a chart such as this one: 



A sample Piaget/ Parten Chart for recording types of play 

- - - - -  

Figure 4.1 - Piaget / Parten Observation Chart 
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As a researcher observes a chilci playing he records the type of play that occurred and 
the type of social situation it occtured within, For example over the period of £ifteen 
minutes a 4 year-old child may be inv01ved in 5 minutes of constructive paralle1 
play building roads in the sand box, 4 minutes of dramatic group play as he and 
another child race their cars around the road made in the sand and 3 minutes of 
so1ita.q motor play as he climbs as fast as he c m  over a near by play structure. He 
may vend the rernainuig 3 minutes in a non-play activity such a obsenring others. 

Motor play is about physical co-orduiation and exertion. It is often divided 

motor 

into fine motor activity such as tying or drawing and gross motor aaivity such as 
nuullng or balancing. Cross motor is the type of play Uüit is sornetimes called 

"blorsing off steam". Whether petformeci tqether or solo, this type of play is often 
seen as the most basic of play activities. 

functional 

Functional play is dosdy tied to what some researchers cal1 pre-play 
exploration Pre-play exploration is done to gain information about a place or object. 
After enough is known about the object the child starts to manipulate the object to 

change or mod@ it or what it does. This is fundional play. Novelty, complexity and 

constructive 

incongniity inaease the child's motivation to explore and modify an object or 
place.(Fein,l978) 

Constructive play is play which uses materials to build someuiing. It indudes 

al1 those activities where there are a number of possible combinations or ways for 

dramatic games 
~4th rules 



putting things together, such as playhg with blocks or sand. It dso indudes those 

constructive activities seek a single sdution, such as s01ving puzzles. 
Dramatic play is often called de-beIieve. A child enters this type of play 

when the d e s  of the rea. world are suspended and they cross into the realm of 
fantasy. Symbolic play is dosely tied to imitation and the concept of de .  

Sociodramatic play, drarnatic play within a group, is seen as the most 
complex form of play. The demand on social mmmunicatiort as well as the abiüty 
to tansform objects or events is not possl'bIe for most children under three years of 
age. (Vygotdq, 78) A further development of this is seen as games with d e s ,  one of 
the earliest of whïch is hide and seek Such game playing is a type of make believe 
where the fantasy is suspended and the d e s  dominate. Many of the group games 
played into adulthood, such as baseball are dear examples of constructing a non-real 
situation within whirh to play. 

The types of play that are dominant within a group of children are afkcted 
not only by the child's age, but also by caregiver's biases, ethnic or cultural 
tendenaes, gender and, îïdly, what and who is available to them in their 
environment (Garvey,l977) One consistent fùiding, however, is that a richer and 
more complex environment leads to more functional, constructive and dramatic 
play, while a place where there is a smaller range of options le& to more gros 
motor activity, more play fighting and more complex social games with 

rules .(Fien, 1978, Hiedernets, 1985) 

Play and Cognition 
Cognition is the child's ability to know and understand the wor1d.I.n the b t  

years of Me children develop rapidly both physically and cognitively. During the last 
thirty years volumes of research have been written on îhe relationship of play to the 
development of cognition Some theorists support the relationship and others 
daim that play has no connecfion with cognitive development.(Johnson,1987) 
\Vhen designing places where children play it is helpful to understand how they 
learn through play and how the environment c m  affect their play. 
Ideas About How Children Leun 

Piaget's theory, developed in the 1920's and WS, may stül be the most 
influentid theory of development in North America. Piaget states that for him, the 



aim of education is to produce human beings who are able to corne up with original 
solutions to problems. He believed that, "an education which is an active discovery 
of reaüty is superior to one that consists merely in providing the young ~ 5 t h  ready 
made ~vills...a.nd ready made truths."(Lawton and Hooper,l978, p.26.) This aspect of 

Piaget's theory is appealing to people who work with the physid enviromnent 
because it places high priority on discovery through physid interaction- 

Piaget alço set out a series of developmentd stages that every child would 

pas  through as thek understanding developed. These stages were inbom in the 
M d  and were released to be developed as the chüd grew. The understanding was 
developed through interaction with the environment. 

Piaget's views have been widely accepted as king important for application 
in education, partidarly at the presch001 stage. Ceaniing based on the active 
manipulation of objets is emphasised over teadier directeci l e m g .  The 
teacher's task in such preschools is to choose challenges and provide materials 
which are appropriate for the developmental stage of the M d .  Motivation is given 
to the child but it is the child who teaches herself through discovery methods. 
Studies done to see whether this appach to leaming at the preschool stage has 
lasting benefits have not found any lasüng Merence in children's cognitive 
abilities. (Cawton Wooper, 1978) 

Piaget's contemporary, Vygotsky while having much in comrnon with Piaget, 
offered a different approach to understanding cognitive deve1opment.i Vygotsky's 
fundamental hypothesis is that the higher mental functions, the functions that set 
human's apart from animals, are socially formed and culturally bansmitted. So,W 

one changes the tools avaiiable to a a d ,  (such as speech) his mïnd wiil have a 
radically different structure." (Vygotsky, 1978) as a result the fundonal learning 
system of one child rnay not be identical to Uiat of another, though there may be 
similarities at certain stages of development. 

Mudi of Vygotsky's emphasis was on how other people, peers and mgivers, 

1 'Vygotsky argues that because historiai conditions which determine to a large extent the 
opportunities for human experimce are constantiy changing, there can be no universal schema thaï 
adequatdy represents the dynamic dation between intemai and extemal aspects of development 
Therefore, a functional learning system of one child may not be identicai to that of another, though 
there may be similarities at certain stages of development-"(Vygotsky, 78, p.105) 



help the child to develop cognitively.2 Part of this process is expressed in his theory 
of the "zone of proximal development". This zone is a system of measuring the 
Ievel of a M d ' s  development. Vygotsky found that teachers working with diildren 
with leamhg dwbilities often had two cNdren who had achieved the same level 
developmentdy, but while one was working on M e r  aduevements that were 
one year ahead of his pfesent stage, the other rvas wmlcing on developments that 
were three years ahead. This difference in development between the stage achieved 
and the stage in process is d e d  the "zone of proximal devdopment"3 . Vygotçlcy's 
theory was that development ocriurs when intemal proases are awakened by 
interaction with people, teachers and peem. Once this leaming is internalisecl it 
becomes part of the d d ' s  independent development. 

Although both recognise play as being important to a M d ' s  developrnent, 
the role which they believe play to tale in that development is slightly different. 
Piaget sees play as a time when chiIdren go over and over concepts that they have 
Iearned in order to strengthen and consolidate them. Vygotw sees play as a place 
where the concepts begin to take form. 

Types of Development Corresponding wifh Types of Play 
Recent research, done to £ind the connection between cognitive developrnent 

and play, has found that certain types of play have unique connections to cognitive 
development. 
Motor play and preceptiul-motor development 

The connecfion between development of physical skib and motot play is 
obvious but the importance of motor play in developing abilities which involve 
spatial cognition has received relatively littie attention. However, support for its 
importance is growing. This group of skills indudes body awareness, spatial 
awareness, directional awareness and temporal awarenes of which the most 
signiscant factor is rhythm (Jamba,1990) P m  development in this area leads to a 

2Vygotdy, unlü;e Piagetr secs value in the %teu teaching of symbois, nich as math caldations and 
phonetic ma- H e  rem* this h m  of leaming as a unive fom of language use and an aid to the 
development of absttad tbught, 
3 An enample of this was demonstrateci by m c a n  m e r r  Doroihea McCarthy- She showed that 
among childcen ages 3 -5 t h e  was a group of tasks which they could do d d e d ,  and another p u p  of 
tasks which they couid perfonn with the help of a teacher- The second group of tasks was in oie 57 
year old range 



number of cognitive as well as motor problerns later in Me. Problems in reading, 
such as tellhg the difference between d and b, have been tied to poorly developed 
percephial-motor sk*. "Research studies by Haubenstndcer and Seefeldt 
underscore the importance of motor needs, indicating that children who have 
poorly developed motor skills at the age of five will probably never, even with 

remedid intervention, develop effiaent motor skiUskiUs"(Hildebrand,199û in 
Yawkey,199û) As much of the first two years of Iik is spent in -ce and 
exploratory actions, such as those that M d  conceptions of self, space and tirne, 
caregivers must be involveci in providing places for motor development and the 
freedom to explore movement. 
Functionai and Constructive play 

Fundional and constnictive play seem to have a direct relationship to 
problem solving. Children who are allowed to play with objecb with which they 
have to solve a physical problem, often find the solution without teacher 
intervention, just as weil as those who are taught to solve it. ('Johnson, 1987) 

Studies have also found t h t  &&en who play with an object wili be able to think 
of more creative, nonstandard uses for the object 

Make-believe or Dramatic Play 
The types of play which have been found to have the most signincant effect 

on affective, cognitive and creative development iç sociodramatic play, (group 
make-beiieve) and to a lesser extent solitazy make-believe. 

Make-believe play has a number of effects on a child's abiiïty to understand, to 

think and to create. Vygobky contends that in make-believe play a d3d begins to 
transform objects into symboIs, an ability which leads to abtract thinking and the 

development of language. Research supports the idea that children taught 
soaodramatic play increase theh reading writing and speaking skills. (Johnson, 
1987) 

Other, more recent researchers have tested the connedion between the ability 
to recognise <w>nservation of quantity and the ~ M d ' s  partiapation in sociodramatic 
play. 4 While some children made the association between the dramatic task and the 

4 The theory was that when diüdren understand that they can change h m  themselves into a role, and 
back again, that they wül understand that objects can change shape without changing content. It was 
found that socidramabic play did help in conservation tasks. Perhaps even more signifiant was the 
finding that when the cornparison between the object and the diilci's changing mies was pointed out, it 
hel ped some chiidren's performance in conservation tas ks. 



conservation task without teacher or peer input, others , unable to understand 
conservation of quantity themselves, could be taught to understand. 

Perhaps the strongest Itik between play and cognition is in the area of 

creative thinking. Danse found that Mdren who engaged regularly in make- 
believe during fiee play periods hcreased in their diveqent thinking, while those 
who did not engage in malce-believe diMt receive the same effect (1980 in 
Johnson,1987). In a rare study connectïng play theory and environment, Susa and 
Benedid found that a more complex and object suggestive playpund inaeased 
children's make-beiïeve play and their immediate divergent thinking.(l994) 

Many different types of play are needed if the child is to develop well on aLl 

levels. In the following figure Moore, Cohen, Oertel and Van Ryzin demonstrateci 
how a variety of play behaviours are connected to developmentd areas: 

development 

wheel toy play 
social-motor development Tom 

informal baJl games 

mo tor development gros motor play 
raucous play 

sidewak games 
cognitive -motor development fine motor play 

fine motor games 

cognitive development 
number & letter games 
~ O Y  P ~ Y  
arts and crafts 
constructive play 

soda1 - cognitive development 
fan- P ~ Y  
gardening Q animais 
music & dance 

soàai development 
obsefping others 

picnicking 

Figure 4.2 - Types of Development and Uiar Connection to Play Behavior 
(hm Moore, Cohen, -el and Van Ryzin, 1979, in G. Moore, 1985) 

As c m  be seen ftom this figure and the above information, a broad view of places 



for children is needed in order to provide for their required range of activity. It is 
likely that there are few situations which can provide for aU types of adivity. As a 

result planners and designers for chiIdrenrs play need to view the total sum of 

community areas avaüable to children in order to create places for play. 

Play as an Emotional Tool 
With Freud and the birth of psychoanalysis came the theory that chilâren 

used play an emotional outlet for deaiing with things that caused anxiety or fear in 

real life. In the early eighties a few shid is  began, once again, to look at the 
connections between emotionai development and play. The results point towards 
confirmation of Freud's idea that children leam to cope with difficult situations 
through play by breakhg them down and acting them out over and over. Using 
make-believe play "chiidren mate mode1 situations which help them master the 
demands of reality-'t(Johnson,1987) People who work with children see this process 
in action frequently. When my children's grandmother died they used play as a 

grieving process, acting out the situation at different levels over and over unal they 

seemed to accept and assimilate the new state of reality. 
If the idea of dramatists and pattemers is applied here, it would be likely that 

some children would need constructive props more Uian others. It is probable that 
some children would use constructive or fwictional play as a way of working 
through emotions. Still other children, or the same children, may use physical 
exertion, or motor play to help deal with emotions that are beyond social expression. 
Arousd Modulation Theory and Play 

One theory that seems linked to the ideas that connect play with emotion is 

the arousal modulation theory. However, the theory deais with play and a r o d  at a 
much more basic level than the coping mechaniSm described above. This theory, 
developed in the l%Vs and 7û's by Berlyne, and then Ellis, contends that play is 
caused by the &ive in our central nervous system to keep arousal at an optimum 
level. (Johnson, 1987) If the arousal level becornes too hi& for example, because of 
the introduction of a strange object, then the arousal can be dissipated through 
e x p l o ~ g  the object and becorning f a m W  with i t  Conveftely, if the arousal level 
is low, a person will becorne bord. Play is seen as an mousal stimulus- seeking 
activity. Demonstrations of Uiis theory at work can be seen at any playground. 



Children become bord with sliding dotm the slide in the traditional marner, and 
begui to improvise. Introducing new ways of usuig the siide such as sliding down 

badcrrards, climbing up the slide and dorvn the stairs, or sIiciing down in a hain adds 
heightened stimulus to the activity. 

This theory 5as a parficularly direct set of impfications for the design of play 
environments. These implications lead to simüar goals in design as the c a b  by 
developmentalists to aeate more diverse play environments. W h  a play space 
does not provide suffiaient stimulation chilchen become bored, redting in 

increased social interaction, but also in increased destructive and negative 
behaviour. ( Johnson11987,Hiedemets, 1985, Prescott,l987) 

Having studied the use of playgmund equipment for many years, Mibuni 
Senda has conduded that there are seven key design points for the structure of space 

that wiU help to sustain the stimulation and inaeaçe the complexity of play ( S e  

Appendix A). Even so , he ~ v a m s  that built play structures c m  only accommodate 
about 25% of children's play behaviour. 

Roles of Ad& in Qiildren's Play 

The adult caregiver is an ever present salient factor threading play, chiidren 

and environments. When a caregiver is supportive of, or involved in, play many 
new dimensions and variations becorne possible wthin both the social and physical 
environment of the play.(Yawkee,l990) The design of the environment has 
specific, often predictable effecîs on the relationship between the M d  and the 
caregiver. Similarly, the attitudes and values of the adult have an effect on the play 
relationçhip between the M d  and ih environment. 

Fra& (1990) noted that one of the greatest diffkrences behveen designing for 
playgrounds and designing for daycare playyards is the parantee of hvoIved adult 
supervision This is also tme if the daycate is using public environments. 

Increasingly researchers and teachers are fùiding that adults can help in the 

development of children's play. As ciramatic play is developmentaily important on 
many levels, many of the researched interventions have been in this area. When a 
child displays little or no make-believe behaviour, their make-believe play abilities 
can be taught and guided into greater complexity. The adult involved in children's 



play can help development dong several levelç, including: imitative role play, 

pretend play with physical objects, pretend play with actions and situations, and 
persistence in play-(Smilançky 1%8, in Yawkey 1990) 

Studies have commenteci on the short duration of play events in young 
children's hee play. (Thornburg et al.,1985,Yawkey,199û, Susa and Benedict,l994) It 
has k e n  suggested that this is largdy due to the newness of the environments to 

the diildren, where the studies took place. It is dear that adult involvement in 
children's play can extend persisteme almg one line of exploration. (Yawkey, 1990 
Johnson, 1987) Leamhg such persistence in play is a great help to children when 
they reach school age and are expected to focus and concentrate on tasks for longer 
periods of tirne- 

One often overlooked aspect of adult involvement in role and pretend play is 
the provision of material h m  real me. Preparation for play indudes experience of 
real Me situations. Field trips and excursions c m  provide a rich vocabulary of roles 

and situations for the M d  to draw upon.(Yaw~key,1990) 
"Children at play need to be in conhl for the activity to be playful, enjoyable 

and benefiaal."(Johnson,1987,p.85.) Adult involvement must be sensitive and 
never overtake the M d  in play or it c m  produce the exact opposite effed from 
what the adult is hying to aeate. (Johnson,1987, G. Moore,1987) 

Designers can be sensitive to the caregïver's involvement in play by 
providing places where adults can watch play without being obtnisive and by 
providing places within play structures where adults can easily access play. 

There are other aspects of design whidi can d o w  adults to improve play. 
The most important of these is openendedness within the play environment. An 
individual caregiver has the opportunity to observe play to the extent that they can 

see when it might be an advantage to make a space smaller or kger  , or to add 
height to an atea so that it can be a lookout. Ideas about mouiding play space are 
prevdent in literake about adventw playgrounds. The "aeative playgrounci", 
supported as the preschoolers alternative to adventure playgrounds, SU requires 
the constant presence of a playleader to accomplish it 's purpose, but alIows for more 
of the space to be predesigned.(CMHC1198û) 

There are some aspects of the aeative playground, such as the presence of 
loose materials or of a water source, whidi can be incorporateci into playg~ounds 
where there wiU be intermittent supervision by designated dayrare leaders. 



Situations are fairly common in Europe, where deçignated members of a 
community are in charge of Ioose materials for a certain number of hours each 
rveek, (Tony Qiüton, Chikiren's play in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1985). The 
guaranteed presence of addk during play alloWs for the use of loose parts and more 

flemile structures. 

The 1990 National Standard of Canada Guideline on Children's Plav S~aces. 
indudes a section on superviseci play areas. Induded in this are many of the types of 
spaces which were fomerly recommended in Plawards - - For Preschoolers , 
(CMHC,1979). Elements which are recommended for such spaces include; garden 
plots, loose materiak, fie devices such as fire Mgs or barbecues, pets and animais, 

and water areas. Such elements are cowidered too dangerous or prorte to damage 
and loss if used without supervision With s u p e ~ s i o n  they serve to extend the 
child's experience of the outdoors. Many of these activities are akeady part of 
indoor daycare programS. Cooking is done in ovens rather that over a fie- Plants are 

grown in pots, and tables built for water play are commoa However each of these 
experiences has ifs sensory potentid diminished when it is removed from outdoor 

space- 
It is dear that play and pre-play exploration consist of a diverse range of 

activity. Creating places that can sustain that diversity c m  be a belvildering task. It 
can also be exciting, particularly if the the designer has the chance to watch the 

excitement and total involvement ri i th  which a smali child takes in the places 
around it. 



Chapter 5 

Age Groups and Design Opportunities 
One of the most common ways of dividing,children into groups is by age. 

Although development does not occur in a simple shaight line, children do go 

through stages of growth within roughly similar tirne pend .  In this diapter I 
have outlined some of the stages of growth by age and some opportunities for 
environmental experience that support each stage. This practicum is generally 
dealing with two age pups,  toddlers, and preçchoolers. (A section on opporhuuties 
for infants is found in Appendix D.) 

ToddIer (about 18 months - 3 yeas ) 
Toddlers, named for their side-to-side motion whde wdking or running, are 

in the process of becoming young children. They work to refine both fine and gross 
motor sküls. Coordination can be seen developing as the chüd learns to tum pages 
in a book or hold a cup in one hand and a cwkïe in the other- Larger motor skills 
such as throwing a ball, ki&g a ball and dunbhg the stairs unassisted are all 

developed during this period. Toilet training is often also achieved. 
Possibly one of the greatest developments during this period is the use of 

speech. This development opens many doors to the M d  Along with the ability to 

express herself cornes the frustrations of not quite beïng able to get the message 
across. Emotions are often the cause of great tensions. Caregivers have a difficuIt 
task deahg with the temper tantrums common during the "tem%le hvos". 

The young toddler begins the proces of playing and interacting with peers, 
unassisted by adults. Often toddlers play k i d e  but not with each other. This 
progresses to play with muhial regard during whidi the bvo chikiren are obviously 
aware of eadi othefs presence and may make eye contact. 

Objects are often used in the development of social play. Focus on an object 
allows one diüd entry into a play situation with the other- The first step of social 
play is simple interaction, with one M d  simply reacting to the actions of another. 
Eventually by the age of three the child will l e m  to interact wïth other children so 

that simple r e c i p r d  games such as diasing, or r o h g  a ball back and forth are 

common. 
Imitation play inaeases in complexity for the toddler. Unable as yet to 



imagine that one object is another, the toddler relies on real objects or imitations 

made for play. Real situations that the toddler has observed, are acted out Most of 
the situations last less than fïve minutes. 

For the toddler the world in aU its intricacïes are beginning to open up. There 
is mudi to be explored, discovered and imitateci. Often outdoor spaces in daycare 

centers for this age group are notably lacking in variety and interest (Prescott, 72) 
Gîven the toddlers predispositions to treating everything as food this is 

understandable, but is not necessary, nor desirable. 
Chaa of Growth and Development 

The follotving page (figure 5.1) shows some of the areas of growth hom the 
ages of one to two years. Children develop at different paces wïthin each of the areas 

so that the time line is only approxirnate. 
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Opportunities for discovery 

hleçsy malieable materials bring delight to the eyes of any toddler. Water, 

sand , paint and &y, are perfect tools for constructive play and are best when there 
is no need to be careful or neat. The key here is the fieedom to explore possibilities. 
Process is much more important than product. Anita Rui Olds (1985) recommends 
the provision of a mud room or wet room that can easily be hosed d o m  with a 
spray of water for deaning. Traditionally, outdoors has b e n  the location of such 

elements as sand and water. Freedom from the need to keep things clean continues 
to make outside an ideal environment for these types of play. In Canada, the dimate 
is a limiting factor on the extent to which discovery play is done outdoors, so sand 
and rvater play is often moved inside. Snow has the potential to replace these 
materi* but only when the temperature is warm enough for the snow to be soit. 

Opportunities for the development of dramatic play 
The todder enjoys the active parts within dramatic play. Going in and out of 

doors, and dimbing through the rvindorv is as important as the story being enacted. 
Structures need to be strong enough to withstand such attivity. 

h4ake-believe play at this age is object oriented. Dress up dothes and pots and 
pans are favourite objects for play. Again the toddler is more interested in getting 
the dothes on and off, or pouring rvater from a jug to a cup than in putting the 
actions into a story context. Such activities add to the development of fine motor 
skilIs and encourage the development of sociodramatic play. 
Oppomuiities for quiet activities 

The toddler is beginning to leam to fundion in a social rvorld. She rvill often 
Lind this experience too intense. At such times she needs a place of retreat. Retreat 
places have a number of uses - resting , reading, hiding - but one of their most 
important hct ions is allowing the chiid to observe what is going on rvithout any 
pressure to join the activity. 

Such places should be soft and welcoming, with a s m d  scale and a 

comforting atmosphere. %me retreat spaces should be found just off the main florv 
of play, while others should be further removed. Outdoors these places can be made 
with plant materials and malleable surfaces such as sand or pea gravel. Often a roof 
of some type is a welcome addition. 

Mitsuru Senda designs and builds a small structure in which the outside is a 



dimbable geodesic globe and the inside is a soft hiding place for hvo or three 

children With this structure he ingeniously combines the hm3 extremes of 

vigorous large motor play with a quiet retreat area, al l  tvithin very little space. 

Preschooler (3 or 4 yevs - 5 or 6 years) 

The preschool M d  operates effectively within the adult world on a number 

of levels. Not only is it more competent s o W y  than the toddler, the diild is now 
in much greater control of its physical movements. It on dress itself. It can put 
together block constructions and simple puzzles. It enjoys the speed and feel of 

ninning and riding tricycles. It loves to display its mastery over balance and 
coordination by skipping, climbing and hopping. 

At this age increased soaal interaction and communication combined tvith 

physicd mastery lead to a myriad of simple physical garnes. Chase games and 
rough-and-himble play are popular. Hide-and-seek shows up at this age and 

increases in complexity and variations as the child grows older. 

VygoMq notes that around the age of three chiltiren begin to aeate sjmbolic 
play. They can make the jump in thinking rvhich ailo~vs an object to become 
something else, provided the hvo objects have something in common. A 
preschooler can take a broom and pretend that it is a horse, riding it a r o d  She can 

play roles with inaeasing complexity and duration, rvïthui increasingly cornplex 
social situations. 

Such developments pave the way tonads the understanding of symbols as 

the preschool M d  prepares to grasp the beginnings of reading and rwiting. Speech 

itself develops to the point where the chiid can usually express its feelings and 
desires in words. Depending on culhval requirements this ability to use words may 
be developed into narrative or rhymuig games, or simply be useci to facilitate actions 

and express desires.(Garvey, 1990) 
To preschoolers the wotld outside the home or daycare takes on increasing 

significance. They struggle to understand the hctioning of the adults and the 
world around them. They become aware of issues su& as death, God, and growth 

and they strugg1e to understand th- Often th& probing min& take in mu& 

more than the adults around them recognise. 
From the preschool age the values that t d l  form decisions throughout the 

child's Me begin to take shape. These values are culturally and environmentally 
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is adapted from a diart by  estl lé, made for their infant milk program. 



formed. ChiIdren growing up in Sties may not develop any attachment to or 

understanding of eith& the natural or the soaal rvorld if they have little or no 
exposure to these spheres of life- 

So many things in a preschoolers life are changing and developing all  at once 
that it Îs hard to grasp all of the changes at once. The chart on the previous page 
(figure 5-21 attempts to create a picture of some of these changesf making it easier to 

see how the total child is developing. 
Opportunities for the development of sociodranmtic play 

Çoaodramatic play is often considerd key to cognitive and emotiond 

development .(Johnson, 1987, Vygotsky. 1978) As more physicai types of play are 

often more easily provided for, careful attention should be paid to makuig 
environments conducive to soaodramatic play. 

Studies have found that boys and girls tend to play at different types of 
dramatic sihiations. Girls are more likely to play house or gohg to the store. Boys 

are more likely to play at space ship voyages and such team rivairy games as cops 
and robbers, or cowboys and Indians. Provision for each of these types of play require 

different types of space. Unlike toddlers, preschoolers have some fadity to 
transform places withïn their minds into the types of space that they need. 
However, space types must be simiiar in some respects to the places that they are 

transformed into. The challenge is to design play space in such a rvay that it can 

become a number of different place situationsf while having some characteristics 
which belong to each one. 

Mitsuru Senda (1992) found that imitative play c m  be divided into hvo 

categories. The first typef playing at airplanes or eainç, indudes elements of 

"dyziness", such as sbding or jumping and uses play structures to augment the 
experience. The second, playkg house or store, is Iess action oriented and is rarely 
found on play structures of any kind. Susa and Benedict, (1994) report that the 
"contemporary" playground in their study, encouraged imaginative play more than 
the traditional playground. Aspects in the contemporary piayground that 

encouraged this type of play weref encapsdation, inaeased complexity, and the 
presence of pretend facilitators, such as rockets, cars, boats, casflesf tunneIs and 
bridges. 

However, natural magical playscapes cannot be replaced by slick 
manufactured structures. One of the things rvhich aids the development of 



soaodramatic play is loose materiais. Outside, such materials are mostly found in 
naturd types of spaces. Long grasses or short grasses r s i t h  nearby hees and shrubs, 
parücularly when falien leaves or grass dippings are present, have been reported as 

places where make-beIIeve play takes place- (Payne,l977, Hart, 1979 as in Jansson, 
1987) 

Opportunities for involvernent in the adult world 
By the £ifth year the diüd has developed cognitively and socially to the point 

where the planning and design of places becorne possible. (Hart, 87) This is evident 
in their ability to plan their own play spaces, and game activities. From this time on 
chïldren can be Ïnvolved effedively in the plaMing and design of the spaces that 

they use. 

It is an important part of the soaalisation process that the preschooler be 

introduced to how the adult world rvorks. keschooIers are often takm by daycares 
or kindergartens to hairdressing salons, behind the scenes of a fast food restaurants, 

or to s e  dairy fivfzls- Ni of these trips are made to help the diild understand how 
t h g s  in their world work This idea of introducing the workings of their sodety 

should carry over to the daüy and weekly rhythm that surround them. 
Marty guideluies foc playyards advocate fences that d o w  viens to places of 

adult activity. Simple awareness of the mailman, the garbage truck, rush hours and 

the comings and goings of patrons at a local bakery, give the duldren a sense of 

where they are, both in place and tirne- They &O offer oppomuiity for simple 
interaction On a larger scak, shop trindows rvhich d o w  glimpses of the work 
going on nithin or buildings rvhich express their role in the neighbourhood help 
the M d  grasp a sense of tvhat is going on in the world around her. 

Resdioolers not only want to understand, but to take part in the world 
around them. AUorving them to help in the growing of a garden or in the deaning 
up of a playground or park are activities rvhich are not common enough. (Wortham 
& Frost, 1990) The teaching and empowerment potentiai of such activities are 
obvious. 

Opporhinities for discove~g nature 
Some studies have Iooked at the possliilities of welcoming nature into an 

urban environment. Both Jansson and Moore have shown through their research 
Uiat for young diildren and their care givers, pristine wildemess is not the most 



advantage~us or the most welcomed addition to the city, by young children or 
adults.1 Instead Moore d e s m i  the need for "mughùig-upWUTf)an parks and 
playgrounds. Elements such as longer gras, nddflowers, freeform bushes, trees and 
some topography not only encourage urban wildlife, but aIIo~r chiidta to explore 
in the destructive/constructive methods whidi allow for tme emotional leaming 
and place belongingness to develop. tong grasses are parfidarly important for 
s m d  children, as they present a building and hiding medium which is easily 
rrlthin their physical powers to conhol. (Hart,1979) Rough ground has a resilience 
to damage that is not present in a less diverse environment. Aquatic environmenk 
are also needed. not ody to cleate a place for awtic  creatures but to ailow for such 
dassic childhood pastimes as minnow fishing and du& feeding8(Moore,87) 
Oppominities for the introduction of symbol 

The preschooler, as the name suggests is çocïally, emotionally and mentally 
preparing to enter school. One of the greatest differences between school Me and 
home life is the constant emphasis and use of symboI to convey meaning. 
(Vygotskp1978) Aithough Iittle is tvritten on this topic under Uus heading , it seems 
that there is art increased emphasis in the playdesign literature on signage in the 
play area. ( Moore, Goltsman & Iamfano,l987, Playgrounds, 1990) Identification 
sipns, directional signs, and informationai Signs, communicating in pictws and 
words, help children to navigate their environment. 

Beyond traditional signage, symbol in its mystical sense has a place in play 
space. Talbot and Frost (1990) suggest that the introduction of dassic diildhood 
symbols such as sun, &de, tree, home, and person. should be incorporated into 
play spaces to inmase the magicaI quality of the pIace. Such symbok can do much 
to tell the child that the play space is a place the it can understand and control. 

Other types of symbol are monuments and landmarks. Whether monolithic, 
or M d  size, such symboIs enrich the meaning of a child's landscape. While smaller 
monuments can provide connedion to the the past and a concept of history within 

1 Mmre and jansson record that y o y g  chüdren tend to avoid w d e d  anas, ch- imtead bushes 
and gr- places that are Wh/ dase to home base. in her intemational survey of studies done with 
young children in outside spaa Rivkin describes that even in primitive d e t i e s  which depend on 
pristhe wilderness foc theœ sustenance young children tend to stay in the home compound- It seems 
likely that one mason for young chiidrert to stay out of the mwüdenieJs" setting is d e l y  connecteci to 
their tendency to stay near to their primary caregiver. Not only is the caregiver unlikeiy to want to 
enter into uncharteâ naturd spaa, but ui a wooded setting the young M d  quickiy looses sight of 
caregivers. A shmb and rough gass setting allows the duld to control visual comection to the adult, or 
to home base, whiie still retaining its own fceedom to explore or hide. 



a site, larger landmarks help preschoolers to gain concepts of distance and context 

because they can be seen from seveal places within a neighbourhood. 

Designing For Interaction Among Age Gmups 
Although children of different ages do have different needs, it is dear that 

Mdren benefit from interaction ~ 5 t h  children of other age groups. This points io 
the advantage of ha* common areas where young children from Uifancy to 
preschool age can interact, with each other, nith older chilchen and with adults. 

Charles M Schulz(1%3). Good Grief, Charlie 
Brown. New York Fawcett World Library. 



Chapter 6 

Places for Play and Discovery 
Children play anywhere and everywhere that they are allowed to do so. Srne 

argue that there is little point in providing places for play because children rvïU play 
anywhere that they happen to be. (Senda,l992) This suggests a la& of understanding 

about hotv play occurs and where childm b s e  to play. 

Mitsuni Senda hês spent 25 years researching outdoor play in Japan. His 

research on play structures, in playgrounds and around housing estates has led him 
to describe 6 types of play space. The categones are chosen by the duldren that use 

them- They are: 
1) Nature Spaces - containhg trees, water, and living beings 
2) Open Spaces - containing playing fields large enough for organised games 
3) Road Spaces - before cars these were the main playgrounds, they &O function as 

meeting places and nettvorks conneding play locations 
4) Adventure Spaces - MI of conhision, garbage dumps, construction sites 
5) Hideout Spaces - secret places independent of ad& 
6) Play Structure Spaces - growing in importance as places rvhere play can be 

concentrated, also senting as symbolic playgrounds 
( from Design of CXldren's Play Environments, 1992, p.97) 

Places for duldren's play o h  contain more than one of these place types, but 

it wodd be exîremely rare for one place to encompass all of these qualities. 

Structures and Playgrounds 

CVhen a designer is asked to d e  a place for chikiren it is almost always a 

play structure or playgound which is expected. These are places rvhich adults have 

set aside speâfidy for the use of children 

There is a grotving body of research and design recommendations on 
playgrourd design. The most extensive North Amencan handbwk of design 
recommendations is the Plav for AU Guidelines, wïth it's last edition in 1992. Edited 
by Moore, Iacofano and Goltsman, this book covers topics from the variety of 
surfaces that can be traversed by a wheel chair, to recommendations for signage and 
risk management, and of course the basics of play structures and vegetation No 



research \vas done directly for the publication, but researchers and designers were 
consulted extensively throughout it's formation. It encompasses a wide range of 

topia that must be addressed in the design of phygrounds and playparks. There has 
also been much discussion in design and developmental fields of shidy as to what 
kinds of places should be Mt for out children- (A discussion of playground types 
can be fond in Appendix B.) 

Play Struchues va Play Grounds 

It is not always easy to separate play structures from playgrounds. In the 
research literature the two are sometimes dealt with as if they were one and the 

same. This is because playground design since the l%Ws has favored an approach 
where many elements are co~ected into one structure- This is a dangerous 
tendency, as Senda's research indicates that only about 25% of children's play needs 
can be accommodated within play stnrchws. Other research has indicated that only 
children under the age of eight use play structures to any great extent. Senda's 
recommendation to allow circuiar movement throughout play structure seems to 
extend the use of the structure from a series of activities to accomplish to a platform 
for the extension of more complex chase games. This in him extends the age use of 
the apparatus. Structures play important roles as focal and symbolic points for al l  

ages within a community. As a resdt much of public playground design continues 
to focus on structures as the main provision for diildren's non-organized play. 
However, as studies support the idea that children respond to the playground 
positively or negatively as a whole environment, and that a particular element 
within different contexts will encourage different play behaviours in chüdren, 
(Hartle and Johnson,1993) structures shodd not be seen as isolated elements, but as 

one part of the total environment in which children play. 
In 1988 Weinstein and Pinaotti fonned a set of ten guidelines for analysing 

the design of play structure centered playgrounds. 
Their condensed guidelines are as follows: 
1) Unified Environment - dements are connected physically or spatially. 
2) Variety of Spaces - varied in t e m  of degree of enclosure, size, shape, and 

defini tion. 
3) Key Places - areas whïch can support a wide variety of complex behaviom as 

opposed to single use equipment such as swings or traditional slides. 



4) System of Intersecting Pathways - choice of path, under,over, connecting, etc. 

5)Three - Dimensionality - elements are layered so that interaction is multiplied 
6) Non-objective Elements - k e d  elements that are non-representational and 

therefore open to different interpretations. 
7) Variety of Sudaces - both in direction and texture, remaining appropriate to 

activities that will occur there. 
8) Loose Parts - manipulable , movable elements either integrated into the physical 

structure, eg.,sand, or supplieci on sight, eg., uates or digging tools. 
9) Graded Chalienge - different degrees of di€£ïdty so that the level of challenge c m  

be selected by the M d .  
10) Retreat Spaces - provision of spaces where children can be separate fiom activity 

and watch or play alone without being distant from the action. 
(Adapted h m  Weinstein and Pinciotü,1988, pp.354 - 356) 

These guidelines encornpass much of current thinking on what cowtitutes a 
good play structure with the exception of numbet six - non- objective elements. 
More recent researdi and recommendations (Susa and Benedict,l994, Frost.1990) 

have supported the presence of pretend facilitators. These would indude rodcets, 
cars, boats, castles, tunnels, bridges, roads, and smaller elements such as counter 
surfaces and s t e e ~ g  wheels. Frost even goes so far as to mention that the 

cornplexity aura of the real object, for example an old tractor or a £ire engine, can 
produce more prolonged and complex play behavior. Making the jump £rom a 
pretend object into a non- objective shape is an ability which few children possess. 
To be used in pretend play the object must have some qualities in common wïth the 

real M g .  (Vygotsky,l978) 
Current UUnking in designing for younger chilken has moved away from 

aeating a total structure towards designing a system of zones (Frost and Klein, 1983, 

CMHC,1980, Esbensen, 1990, G. Moore, in conversation, 1995). This is the idea of 
zones, each focusing on different types of play or types of adivity has been present 
for many years. In the older literature (CMHC, 1980, Frost and Kiein,1983) 
recommendations were to divide the play space into opportunities for the various 

types of play; physical or motor, social, drarnatic, and cognitive or constructive. 
Through use of these four zones and continueci research, a more complete idea of 
how to use the zone concept has begun to emerge. G. Moore, beginning with 
research in indoor erwironments, has concluded that children function and Ieam 



best when the physical environment allows them small alcoves or semi-endosed 
spaces which allow five or six Mdren and one adult to play or work These alcoves 
should have some view of other, simüar alcoves but more importantly should 

have visual and auditory comection to a larger common space.(Moore,l987) This 
finding has been supported by research cornparhg the amount of dramatic play 
engendered by play structures with more or l e s  encapsdatecl space- The structures 
with more encapsuiated space supported more dramatic play-(Barnell and 
Kniidenier, 1981 in Hartle and Johnson,1993)) Such hdings were also tnie when 
the researdi was done within a single play yard. (Yawkefil990) Esbensen has put 
fonard a proposal that at least seven zones are needed for a good play ground; 1)the 
transition zone between building and playground, 2) the manipulative/ creative 
zone (mostly art materiais such as paint and playdough), 3)the projecfive/fantasy 
zone (sand and water tvith 'loose parts"), 4) the focal/social zone (a tallùng 
observing zone - seating , a round table , a shade tree) 5) the social /ciramatic zone ( a 

small village - a play house or two, near to a path for wheeled toys a .  a parking 

place), 6 )  the physical zone (for running, CIimbing, balancing, sliding and rohg),  7) 
the natural zone ( a garden area, area for digging, and plantings to attract insects and 
birds) . This playground fkamework is specifically laid out for young children. 
(Esbensen, 19%)) 
A Concise Guideline for Playground Design 

One of the rnost complete and upto-date summaries of playground research 
can be found in Hartle and Johnson's chapter in Children on Playrounds, (ed-Craig 
Hart, 1993). At the end of the chapter they set forth some guidelines that attempt to 
combine the results of current researdi in a concise way. 

In an even more concise form these are their recommendations- 
1) There should be adequate accessiibility, flow of trafic should be dear and 

overall the environment should appear attractive, swre,  and easy to 
unders tand. 

2) Challenges should be safe, yet allow for risk-taking, pParcuIar1y in the 
development of motor skius. Various levels of challenge should be 
presented. 

3) A wide varïety of materiais and experiences, some of whidi can change 
regularly s h d d  be provided to accommodate different personalîties, aga, 

and moods. 



4) Loose parts, movable parts and changeable parts, preferably w d  with some 

supervision from a play leader, should expand constructive and dramatic 

play - 
5) There should be provision for easy supervision and involvement from 
adul ts. 

6) A multisensory environment should indude stimulation for al l  five 
senses in a variety of ways; sight ,hearing, touch, smeIi, and taste. 
7) Clear spatial organisation should comect yet keep distinct activity zones. 
Zones should allow diildren to progress kom simple to more complex or 
involved activities, and retreats or passive zones should be easy to access. 
8) Safety should be of the utmost importance throughout the play ground. 
The place must be d e ,  but attempts must also be made to teach the children 
d e  play behaviour. Sudaces under dhbing equipment must be resilient to 

falls, decks m u t  be of manageable height for the age of the children,and 
openings should not d o w  head entrapment Any toxicity of materials must 
be avoided and high quality materials and construction used. A maintenance 
schedule is imperative if the playground is to remain safe. 
(Adapted from J o h n  and Hartle,1993 pp.32 - 34) 

AU of these guideline ideas have been mentioned at some point through the 
discussion of research here. When comparing Weinstein and Pinciotti's set of 

guidelines with Johnson and M e ' s  a Merence in attitude becornes apparent. This 
is the difference between focus on a play structure which incorporates many play 
types and a playyard which focuses on smaller, more focused playing zones. 
Playground Safety 

Playground safety is another area which has corne under much scrutiny in 
the past two decades. Research suggestç that preschoolers and toddlers use 
playgrounds much more than older children. Playground structures are often not 
made in appropriate sizes for toddlers and preschoolers. National standards have 
been set in place, mainly to provide safe, developmentally and size appropriate 
play spaces. The National Standard of Canada's Guidehe on Children's Playspaces 
and Equipment was published in 1990. It contains such safety design features as 
allowable encroachment zones, gripable surfaces, distances between bars, and 
construction joints. Moore, Goltsman, and Iacofano's Plav for AU Guidelines, (1984), 

deals more directiy with, ri& management in play settings. 



Adults caring for infants and toddlers &O need to be able to access the 
children unobhusively in the rnidst of play. Many play structures do not make this 

possible. Design guidelines stress the need to provide seatïng and tables near the 

play structure to accommodate adults accompanying young chiIdren (Cooper 
Marcus,l990), but this idea should be taken hrther to find ways to encourage more 

interaction between children and adults during play. (Moore,1994). 

Open Spaces, Hideout Spaces, and Adventure Spaces 

Perhaps the most useful fact to gather kom m e n t  research on open spaces, 

hideout spaces and advenhue spaces is that these categories of space are dominantly 
used by children older than age five or six. niey are perhaps the most significant 
types of play spaces for children of the middle years, ages 6 or 8 to 12 or 14. 

Huesser and others observeci that the primary grade children of one primary 
school tended to play on apparatus while the upper grade children tended to 

partiapate in ball games.(in Weinsteiri and Pinciotü,l988) Senda also found that the 

younger diildren tended to play among the structures, while the older children 
needed more green space. (Senda.1992) 

Open spaces are used by younger children for running,tumbIing, and simple 
tag games. Prescott and others bund that between one third to one half of a play 
ground for young children should be open space, 14th the larger amount being used 
when there was a greater number of chikiren using the place. (Prescott and Jones 
rvith Kntchevsky, 1976) 

Young children do not use the same type of hideout spaces that 8 to 12 year 

olds use, but they do love to hide. Roger Hart found children as young as four 
making Ming places in the long grasses, while the older children made more 

permanent hideouts ûi bushes or trees.(1979) Young children tend to find famurite 
hiding places dose to home, for example, behind bushes in their front yard. This 
Ming is sometimes a game activity and sometimes a retreat away from the adult 
world or their peers. A young chiid rareiy takes time to constmct hiding places. 
Hideout opportunities for young childien should be incorporated into other types of 

playspaces, particuIar1y the places dosest to their home or daycare. 

Advenhne spaces are as attractive to a young child as to an older one, but the 

young child is rarely given the freedorn to explore such space on her own Adults do 
not see such spaces as suitable for young diildren and do not take them there to 



play. Smail children rarely have the experience required to navigate such spaces 
rvi th any degree of d e  ty. 

Adventure spaces, iike adventure playgrounds are signincant to older 
Lhildren Perhaps the best documentation of the significance of Ulis type of play 
space to children of the middle years can be found in Robin Moore's study of 
children in three British communities, Chüdhood's Domain. Such spaces are 
signiscant to the children between 8 and 12, as they break aWay kom the addt 
world and begin to daim their onn places. 

Nature Spaces 

Nature itself contains a complexity and variety that a designed place 

cannot even begin to imitate. Although a play environment might be more 
organised and provide more room for supervision it cannot provide any 
developmental play experience that is not already present in nature. Every play 

designer \*.rites of the missed opporhinities resulting from the dwindling reserve of 
natural play spaces. 

Nature spaces are often co~ected rvith adventure spaces and hidùig places. 
Naturd spaces c m  provide the materials to build and the seaecy of being away from 
a d d t  civilisation The one thing which nature spaces do not provide is a feeling of 

safety. The small child is not ready to be let out into nature's wïidemess. but it is 
essential to allow young diildren to explore nature "dose to home". Beate Janssen's 
Children's Plav and Nature in an Urban Environment (1987) while not containing 

any ori@ research. does attempt to gather existing data and corne to condusions 
about providing for young children's (3 to 8 years.) experience of nature in the aty. 
She concludes that young children's exploration of nahw should be possible to 
accommodate within traditional urban public spaces and sets out some guidelines as 

to how this could be done. 

Some of her guidelines are: 
1) When designing places where younger children, (les than 5), are iike1y to 

play, eg., places dose to home or to addt recreation areas, the focus should be 
on smaller highly sensory planüngs. These should indude grasses and shmbs 
more than trees. 

2) Care should go into choosing the plants so that there are sensory "events" 
going on durhg all seasons. and that as much as possible plantings should be 



done in naturalistic arrangements usïng native plant materials. She notes 
that for prairie regions there are numerou grasses, flowers and shnibs to 

choose from, but there is a limited selection of appropriate trees arnong the 
native species. 

In line with Janssen's recommendations, Moore (1986) advises an approach 
to nature which involves roughing up the landscape. In essence this is aeating a 
less manicured landscape in the aty which is resilient to the hands-on cowtnictions 
and exploration that a small M d  needs. Rivkin's description of the !Kung 
cMdrenfs lives shows the young M d ' s  naturd choice of the safety of the human 
community over nature. While king surrounded by bush the children in the 
village under 10 years chose to stay inside the housing compound relatively dose to 
adults. 

While these children stayed close to home, they üved wiW nature. They 
'vere constantly in touch with the "outdoor" world; surrounded by sb, sun, earth, 
and natural materials. Children in large cities stand in danger of never having any 
connection with nature and never understanding their places in the nahval world. 
There is substantial evidence which suggests that the access of young people to the 
nahud wodd is fundamental to the trans1ation of knowledge into adive concem 
for our world (Palmer, 1994). \'nang from personal experience, Judith Dighe 
stresses that possibly the hardest ta& in teaching young Mdren to love Earth, is 
getting them outside to experience the nabal  world. Once outside even a conmete 
patch will have more to teach than any indoor environment. The young child, 
compulsively e x p l o ~ g  every environment, wiU find lady bugs and ants, inspect 
plants pushing through the hard surface, and kel the rush of wind on his face and 
his body. (1993) 

Dighe also remarks that many city children never see a forest before they hun 

ten years old. It is a false assumption that this can be remedied by letting them 
experience the forest in later years. Research done with eight and nine-yedds in 
Chicago metroplitan area suggests that th& la& of exposure to completely natural 
settings has meant that while they are attracted to nature they are overly aware of 
the hazards it can present. (Simmons,l994) As Sebba (1991) noted the small child 
experiences nature in a more primal, sensory way than the older M d  or adult 
does. A ten-year-old 14iu never again have the chance to experience a forest with the 



awe of a small child. It seems that some introduction to pristine nature at a young 

age is desirable. If the M d  can have the benefit of an adult or older chiid to provide 
the element of safety, the power of nahue is likely to influence her feelings towards 
the naturd world later in Me. 

Road Spaces 

*ais 
When the light is green you go 
When the light is red you stop 
But what do you do 
When the light tums blue with orange and lavender spots? 

Shel Silvers tien 

One of the place types that is always present in the life of the city child is the 

street While the street has many attractions it also has many hazards. As a aresuit 

preschool Mdren are rarely allowed to play in the street areas without supervision. 
However, if the the child has no private outdoor space comeded with her dwelling, 
she naturally plays on the doorstep, the sidewak and the street. Doorstep and yard 
play is most significant to a young pteschcol M d ,  regardles of where they b e ,  
because they are rarely allowed to play any further from home. Even in more 
dangerous traffic situations it is common to have older children playing with their 
younger siblings between the doorstep and the street. 

Experience shows that the street has many attractions. It is perfect for many 
children's games, from ball hockey to skipping to biking to playing with the water in 
the gutters. The street is where the sodal activity of the community happens: adults 
p a s  and tak , deliveries are made, people move in or out, the postman makes his 
rounds and cars pas  or park (Zhildren want to be where the action is. 

Robin Moore contends that as children will continue to use streets as play 
spaces, it would be wise to design streets with d e  play opportunities built in. 

"Opportunities for street improvement are especidy obvious in older housing 
areas where traffic levels are moderate and streets are laid out genemusly and have 
interes ting configurations that already stimulate imaginative play ."(Moore, in 
Vemez Moudon,1987) 

Safety on urban streets has long been a topic of concem for researchers. North 
America in general is far behind Europe and other parts of the world in attempts to 
make streets places for people rather than cars. Research done in Sweden has 



contirmed the great hazard presented by traffic to children younger than ten years of 

age. Young children are physically and psychologidy unable to judge haffic speeds 
and movement SUffiaently to cross streeis safely- Uespite training in trafic d e s ,  

streets can present serious dangers to yoimg chiîdren (Bjorklid, 1985, Moore,1987). 
Research has also found that even a heavily trafficked one+vay street was easier for 
a young cldd to negotiate than a two-way street. 

Combining Children and Cus 
Various solutions to the problem of having chrldren and cars on the kont 

streets have been proposed. Wider sidewalks are one simple recommendation It is 
cornmon in England to have ailings dong busy streets. These provide perdung 
places, and prevent small children from suddenly dashing into traffic chasing after a 
ball or balloon Simply choosing some residential streets to be dead ends by blocking 
one end with posts, or adding speed bumps to small residential roads are other 
cornmon interventions, 

A number of very aeative streetscapes have been designed that take into 

account the presence of people and cars. In Japan a street boasts a stream which nuis 

the length of the sidewalk, widening to make a paddling pool at one point and 
àrcling a s m d  climbing structure at another. Another Japanese location has made 

inset the sidewdks leading to an elementary school with üles pauited by the 
children Other locations in Japan display street sculptures that children are 

welcome to climb on. (Ekbo,1990) Frankfiut, in Germany, hasts numerous srnaIl 
courtyards and s m d  fountaùiç both on its vehidar and its pedestnan streets. 

Perhaps the most comprehensive type of intervention on residential streets is 
the Woonemen. This is a portion of a street that has been redesigned so that 
pedestrians have the prîority of movement over cars. Often trvo or three blocks in 
length, these streets quiclciy become playspaces for young children in the near 
vianity. The design interventions are often fairly simple. Traffic is kept to one Iane, 
often to one direction and the speed is damatically reduced. Spaces are left for 
parking but they are irreguiar in orientation, allowing for the widening of the 

sidewaik in certain places and the addition of benches, vegetation, and srnail play 
O pportunities.(Euba.nk, 1987,) 

Eubank's shidy on the use of two streets, before and after becorning 
Woonewen, i.e ... king redesigned to aUow pedestrian trafic dominance over 

automobiles, demonstrates that when the trafic threat is eliminated the number of 



dllidren using the streets, the duration and complexity of their play, inmeases 

substantially. (Eubanlc1987) This was particularly true of the preschool age group. 
It ms not ody the children that benefited from the new layout, older people began 
to sit outside more frequently, and young men spent inmased t h e  on the street 
£ixing and deaning their cars or bikes. Such an inaease presence of residents on the 

streets adds to the safety of the children 
Although the Woonerven affecteci the street M e  of the residents on or nez 

the renovated bIocks, it had very little effect on the behaviour of the residents that 
Iived M e r  away. Eubank suggests that in order for the benefits of the Woonerven 
to be felt throughout the commUNtyr a network of pedeshian oriented streets are 
needed. 

Such streets are rare in North America. Attempts to aeate such places have 

often met with loud protests hom car &vers. Importing the European models of 

street redesign is not always culturally appropriate in many areas of North Arnerica. 
Careful education and community involvement at a l l  stages of the process is needed 
in order to make any successful alteration in street layout Many attempts to do this 
have failed. However, a North American approach to re-designing streets, wïth 
children in mind is needed, espeady in areas like the one near the Ellice Avenue 
daycare where a relatively high M c  count paired with a high population of 
diildren accounts for a high incidence of pedestrian/vehidar accidents. 

Robin Moore lays out a set of guideluies for "making streets livable for 
diildren"(in Vemez Moudon,1987). Although these are focused on children'ç use of 

streets from the home, many of the suggestions have some application to the 
daycare situation. 

1) Conseming and Enhancing Fronts: 
i.e.. al l  those oddW Ieft-over spaces where the larger community 
environment intersects with the private domain of the M y .  (Boulevards 
wodd fait into this category). Side. badc and front spaœs need to intersect and 
form connections. 

2) Reducing Vehicle Speed and Increasing Passage Interval: 
Twenty minute intervals are often necessary for street games. If the interval is 
l e s  than this, but the speed is reduced to 5 - 6 5  km/h then games can 

stiU be played amss the street. htewals of less than five minutes, or speeds 
more Uian 16 km/h mean that play iç confuieci to one side of the street or the 



other. Necks, burnps, jogged h e s  of traveI, and varied surfaces help to 
control ffow and reduce traffic speed. Narrowed streets and cul-de-sacs d u c e  

trafficspeed. 
3) Improving Street Performance for Chiidren's Play: 
The addition of elements for CIimbing on, jumping over, balandg 
on, or sitting are elements which enrich the street's play potential. 

4) Community Participation: 
The key to success: Evefyone uses the streets so everyone, ùicluduig the 

children should have a hand in the design 

This last guideline is partidarly important in light of al l  the exarnples where 
an attempt to tame haffic has been a complete failure because of the hustrations 
that it caused motorists. If a street is modined it affecfs dl the people iiving there 
and al l  the people who regularly p a s  through. It &O affecfs residents of nearby 
streets who oftm SUffer increased hafnc loads.(Appleyard,l976) AU of these people 
need to be notified in advance, and encouraged to participate in the decision-making 

process, 
Moore's guidelines m d y  address residential streets where traffic Ioads are 

low Daycares and oîher people with children must often use mid-to high-trac 

streets. Such streets are not played on, but young children stiU use the space betrveen 
the doorstep and the curb for passage play. For any duld passage does not exist 
without some elements of play. Low walls are for balandg on, posts are for 

swinging around, and every surface cries out to be brushed with a stick making a 
sound or a rhythm. Even under strict supervision a M d  compulsively looks for 
play activities. When asked if she was allowed to nin her lïngers dong the fences 

and buildings when she walked to places with her daycare, my five-year-ld 
answered, that she codd do it if no one noticed. 

This type of experience with the street as a place for play and developments is 
rarely touched on in the literature, yet it plays a çigniacant part in a young wban 
child's Me. Daycares in urban centers often use public streets as they take their 
charges to one place or another. One such daycare's experience on Ellice Avenue in 
W i p e g ,  Manitoba, is looked at in detail in chapter 7. 



Winter Spaces 
AU outdoor spaces are transformed in winter. Other seasons mark a passing 

of üme and a rotation of growth, but ~4th the cornhg of snow and extreme cold the 
outdoors talces on a completely different set of characteristics. 

It is -rishg how little is written about winter and particularly about snow, 
in children's design literature. This is partly because much of the design literature 
cornes fkom more gentle chates. It also seems likeIy that the addt tendency to 

avoid outdoor activity duruig any adverse weather conditioz~s has something to do 
with it. Thomsen and Borowieckia in Winter and Plav,(1979) point out that there 
are ttvo ways to look at outdoor activity in winter. The first attitude, whidi is 
prevalent, is to protect and hide from the extreme conditions. The second, is to 
welcome the changes brought by winter and to mate spaces in order to enjoy them. 
This second approach is followed whole heartedy by most children. They apply the 
approach, not only to snow but to all types of indement weather, as John, in A.A. 

bfihe's poem, demonstrates: 
Hap~iness 

John had 
Great Big 
CVater proof 
Boots on 
John had a 

- Great Big 
Waterproof 
Hat; 
John had a 
Great Big 
Waterproof 
Mackintosh- 
And that 
(said John) 
rs 
That. 

A.A. Milne 

Examples of this attitude towards weather are numerous. A few weeks ago 

my five-year-old insisteci that she could not corne inside when a thunderstom 
broke because she had to test if our spmce tree would keep her dzy durhg the heavy 
dowmpour. Thomsen and Borowieka, give a winter example of three diildren seen 



in the midst of a snow storm, pretending that the snow hill they were dimbing was 

Mount Everest Spaces designed for children should support the* desire to 
experience everything the "weather" has to offer. 

Snow transforms the outdoor environment, creating m a g i d y  netIr 
opportunities that can only be experienced outside. Young children are enchanted by 

snorv. Infants and toddIers lwk, touch, and taste at any opportunity. One of the gifts 
that snow bMgs is the chance for unique constructive play opportunities. Some 
research has found that daycare chiIdrert engage in constructive play much more 
indoors than out. The researchers suggested that this might be due to the la& of 

constructive play materials outside. (G. Moore, 1985). This problem can no longer be 

Lnie r v h m  the snow arrives. Snow transforms the whole world into one @nt edible 
sandbox, but the scale of the constructions that can be made are much larger than 
any sandbox. The effed is more Iike that of a beach . 

Snow properties change and evolve with temperature and tirne. When the 

snow is wet and wmn it makes good snowmeh When it is püed or settled to the 

right degreef it can be cut into building blocksf or canred out to form tunnels, quin- 
zees, or mazes. When it is dry and gtanuiai: it provides a surface for ~rriting in or 

making body prints. Snow bMgs tslth it the chance to aeate mounds and bills for 
rolling and süding, which are so often absent fiom Prairie landscapes. It transforms 
the hrï exir ting hi& into po tentially multifaceted slides. 

The best days for snotv play are usually the rvarrnest days. Snow itself is 
much more mdeable and movable when the temperature is just above zero 
degrees Celsius. More significantly, the children can tolerate king outside for mu& 
longer rcithout risk of fiost bite. 

Ice formations and the use of snow to slide or to glide on are çuited to the 

colder days of winter. Ice rinks for skating can be aeated a n ~ h e r e  there is a source 

of water and a fiat piece of land. Although s m d  children do not generally 
participate in f o d  ice hockey, two-and three-year-olds are ofien taught to skate. 
Because ice skates expose feet to the cold more than other winter foot wear, 

provision of a near-by shelter tto trm up in is crucial. Sheeîs of ice can be made 
rvith variations. In, Winter and P h ,  (1979) an ice rink was covered with a maze of 

snow mounds. Ice can also be used for ifs sculptural effects. Elements can be 
designed to encourage the formation of iddes and other interesthg ice formations. 
(Janssonf1987, Thomsen and Bororvekia, 1979) 



A northern climate &es the task of helping dùldren experience nature 

more challenging- On the one hand it is a gift, because d e n  nature is at an extrerne 
it is impossib1e not to notice. Children of a northern dimate understand that nature 

is a controlling factor in their lives. On the other hand the cold of crinter sometùnes 
makes spending time outside impossible. 

The street also changes in &ter. Depending on the snow fa, the çize of 

snotv banks rise on either side of the roadways, blocking the view kom the sidewalk 
to the street. The banks are very tempting play spaces but düldren are repeatedly 
wmed not to play on them because of the dangers of slipping into oncoming trafic. 
Access problems occur when sidervalks are left uncleared and it becomes 

increasingly diff idt  to take s m d  chïîdren anywhere by foot. Snow banks &O often 

block access on and off of busses despite reguiations that such areas should be 
deared. Going anywhere becornes diffidt and the daycare in generd sticks doser to 

home base. 

In the rvinter, transitions between indoors and outdoors are incredibly 
important. The contrast of the cold and the bright glare of the outside rvith the 
darker warmth of indoor spaces, recpkes a set of spaces to allow the hawition to 

occur more gently. Pianhg outside entrades can begin the transition (RMoore, 
1987) Glased in porches offer a place to put on and take off boots and extra dothes, 
and let the winter sun give extra warmth to the indoors. 

Having a place to observe the outside from rvithin, can extend the outside 
expenence beyond the short time that it is possiible to be in the cold-(FranQs,1990) 
Added nature lessons can be leamed if a group of shrubs can provide perching 
places and shelter from the wind and a bird feeder can be seen from a mindow. 

The sun t&es on partidar importance in the winter climate. The sun is only 
present for a portion of the waking day . The rnajority of any outdoor playspace 
must be in a sunny location. If it is in the shade it 1d.l be uncornfortable to be in for 
all but the warmest months of the year. The sun not only aeates warmth and light 
Together nith a good drainage system it is the best method to move the snow and 
ice out in the Spring. 

Wind is also a major concen. Regdations require that children in Manitoba 
be kept inside the daycare if the windchill is 1600 or greater. Thomsen and 
Borowekia, (1979) cite data which desctlibes the methods for controlling the effects of 

riind. To prevertt the stvirling gusts aeated by abrupt obstructions of the air flow 



rvak could be made permeable, angled away from the direction of the wind, or 
softened trith the addition of a b d e  to the top, slanted away fiom the wind 
direction. Wind can also be used to the designer's advantage- Places can be designed 

to colIect certain amounts of snow in certain shapes through the construction of 

elements which b l d  the wind. S p e d  attention should be given to bus stops, 
rvhere young children have to wait in rvindy locations. 

Play spaces can be made into w-er microdimates if the sun is let in and 
the wînd fiom the north and notthtthwest is blocked out. Thomsen and Borowekia, 

(1979) point oui that in Manitoba southerly vrlnds can also cause winier wind-Ws 
to soar. Their construction of a ring of snow mounds, combined 114th a dark colored, 

south-facing, lean-to shelter, proved effective in produdng a .  enticing winter play 
environment for \innipeg elementary school children. Types of materials used 
also affect their linter usefuIness. Density, texture, water content and color affect a 
material's reaction to temperature. Brick, stone, or wood, having high conductivity, 

and low reflectivity, absorb heat when the sun shines on them, and later let it out 

into the aûnosphere. Asphalt dearly displays the effect of color and texture. During 
light snow fa&. Snow melts from it h t ,  long before it leaves near-by grass, or 

rough limestone surfaces. 
Elements must be designed to create a balance between the need for heat 

absorption in rvinter, and the need for its reflection in sumrner months. For this 
reason the use of deciduous trees to create shade in summer and to create shelter 

wïthout blocking the s u n  in rsinter is often encouraged. 

Places for Toddles and Preschoolers 

In this sunrey of play spaces certain aspects of places for s m d  children repeat 

themselves many times. Generally young children function well in places that are 
already constructed for them, or that have easy-to-manipulate materids, such as 
sand, long gras or leaves. Thqr respond we11 to smaller types of plant materials 
such as grasses and srnail shrubs. Often spaces for young children fit easily together 

tvith adult spaces. Young children feel best withti shouting distance of adult 
caregivers, and the megivers also feel the need to keep them dose at hand. SrnaII 
children in the city are often kept inside unless their adult caregiver c m  accompany 
them outside. Daycares also neeâ to take large groups of s m d  children through 



largely adult types of spaces- The more that the presence of these young children are 

designed for as an integral part of adult city spaces, the better the qtrality of Me for 
both addt and child can becorne. 



Chapter 7 
The Daycare at 667 Ellice Avenue 

The daycare group walks through the urban environment in a straight he. 
They are under strict control. Each holds her partner's hand and foilows the couple 
or the caregiver in front. If no one sees they can run UieV fingers along the fence or 
grab at a tree in passe,  but they are allowed very little deviation from their go& 

As they pass the environment dances around them. Buildings jump out and 
bedcon, t r ee~  twirl and wave, lodrs on small doors whisper, "WhaYs inside me ?", 

curbs offer a step up, cars whiz past and windows show glïmpses of treasureç to be 
gazed at. %me elements jump out and present @fts of discovery or delight, others 
hang badc cvaiting for their secrets to be found, some are f d g  thern and others 
have their ba& turned. The elements that jump out every time the chiidren pass 
act as landmarks, letting them know where they are on th& path, but most corne 
and go in consciousness, as in sight. These are the eXpenences of the street that were 
documented by taking private walks with some daycare participants along routes 
that the daycare often uses (See Figures 7.4 - 7.7) 

The previous chapters have provided information which aids in 

understanding how children tend to interact with the physical environment (ch. 
4,5,and 6) and how they learn to ascribe meaning to physical space (ch.3). Other 
chapters looked at some of the controb placed on children's use of outdoor spaces 
(431.2 and 3). These diapters provide a hamework h m  whidi to view the following 
example of a Winnipeg daycare's e-ence of the streets. After discussing the 
routes that the daycare takes through public space those routes are explored and 
explaineci by two daycare participants. Then, a potion of one route is chosen for 
further description from an adult point of view. 

The Ellice Daycare Philosophy 
The parent's manual for the Ellice daycare dearly states its philosophy and 

methods. The stated intention is to provide chiidren with "a safe, warm 
environment which will d o w  them the opportunity to develop sociaily, 

emotionally, inte11ectuaUy and physicaily at th& own rate". The manual goes on to 
state that the daycare believes that children learn most effectively through play and 
that the daycare tries to provide the guidance and stimulus required for children to 

make their o n n  choices and d o w  them to experience the world around them. 





The Daycare Faciiities 
The daycare ~ n w t l y  provides for 45 children ages 2 to 5 years of age. The 

children are divided into two separate groups which fundion as different programs, 
sharing common areas and common administrative staff. The faQlities themselves 

are rented. They consist of the second floor of a two storey 5û'xlOV building, the 

stairs both front and back, and a Sû'xlûû' lot, across a back lane, rohted 90 degrees 

from the building. The inside facilities indude two long areas divided into activity 
nodes, a kitchen, office, staff room, reception area and a s d  gym. The outdoor 
facilities consist of an enclosed play area and parking space, used by both staff and 
parents. The hvo long rooms function as trvo separate programs that share facilities, 
rvïth just over hventy children ea& 

The regdations for Manitoba daycares state that at minimum 7 square meters 
( 75 sq ft) of outdoor play space should be provided pet M d  and that the greater of 

50% of the ücensed spaces be provided for at one the. In the case of the Eliïce 
Center a minimum of 55 quare metres (592 sqft.) would be required to provide for 
half ot their fifty chilken. The current outdoor play space is a 3û' x 77.5 ' fenced play 
area. This 2,325 sq. ft. of space easily exceeds the minimum requkements. 

Given the right conditions it seem to be possible to make a quality 
sustainable play space wirithin urban Winnipeg. There is a site near the Ellice daycare 
rvhere a small daycare play yard has been developed. Over time it has become an 

"organic" and complex play space capable of sustainhg a number of children.1 
\4Torking wïth relatively little area requûes careful layout and choice of structures. 

The Ellice daycare contains a simple design rvhich could be more effective if other 
site situations could be addressed. 
Current Use of the Private Outdoor Space 

Numbers playing in the play yard are u s d y  similar to those sent on field 

trips or smaller (either 16 children with two adults or 8 children with one adult). 
The diffidt access between the daycare and its outdoor space not only makes it 
hard to get loose parts from indoors to out, it also makes it awkward to send many 
children outside at one time. 

Ln discussion rvith the daycam director it became dear that one of the biggest 
problems with the play space is vandalism. This varies seasonally. In summer 

1 The author discussed this space with Heathet C m  .a bcai Land- Ardiitect.'96. but has not done 
any anaiysis on the space nor discussed it with the daycare staff- Although more urban than the Eilice site 
this play space is more protected phyçically, and the outdoor and indoor transitions are much smoother. 



months vandalism is so severe that the daycare doeç not even try to use the space. 
In winter very Little vandalism occm but another problem arises. Snow 
accumulates in and around the play yard to the extent that the daycare workers no 
longer attempt to take children into it. The snow accumulation varies from year to 
year but the iast two years, 1995 and 19%, have had so much snow that again the 

play yard \vas not useable. 
Further analysis of the play area would dearly reved the problems and the 

positive aspects of the daycare play space. However, such an analysis is not within 
the scope of this practicum. There are a number of checklists and tests wfhich have 
already been devised by those witing recommendations for daycare, street and 
playground design. Some of theçe, such as Prescott and David's anaiysis of play units 

per child, focus on sp&c factors within the environment. Others, such as Francisf 
design review checklist attempt to accommodate aII factors to be conçidered in the 
design of a private play yard, £rom soàal implications, to rniao-climate, to child 
development. (Some of these toois are found in appendix A of this document). 

Present Use of Outdoor Public Spaces 
Information €rom Discussions with Daycue Staff 

Because there are better spaces for play available in the surrounding 
neighbourhood, the daycare spends much of ifs outdoor tirne in parks, recreation 
centers and at the local libraries. In order to arrive at these places, they wdlc or use 

public transport. The routes which they take range much huther in summer 
months than in winter. Regardless of the season, the joumey almost always begins 
by moving up or d o m  Ellice Avenue. The daycare director noted that Ellice is used 
even tvhen other streets would provide routes of similar length (Warm Weather 

Routes Mapped, see Fig 7.2; Cold Weather Routes Mapped, see Fig. 7.3) 
The m e n t  daycare director has been at the facility for nine years. The 

following are some of the things she had to Say about the daycare's use of outdoor 
space: 

"In summer we use the parks around the area, especially the recreatiod 
facilities on Langside near Ellice. We use the green space park and the water 
park there. We also reserve the gym at the rec. center there and they will give 

us bails and things to play with. 
We haven't been in the daycare's park (their private outdoor space) all 

çummer. The vandalism is just too much. Every day ifs a mess, so i.\ ?e j ust 
leave it. 



W e  go to the (paddling) pool at John M King (school) almost every 
day, and we spend time there on the field and in the shade of the trees. We 
sometimes do chalk drawings on the playground aspMt- 

Usually we take the kids svimmùig at the YWCA pool al l  summer. 
In the summer we walk to places that are near enough. We usually take a few 
longer trips to the water slides at Vimy Ridge Park, and to the Dakota Water 
Play Park in St. Vital. 

In *ter we use the daycare park a lot. The vandaüsm problem 
usudy goes away in winter. W e  also take the transit system to a lot of indoor 
places. " (See Figs. 7.2 and 7.3, and Appendix F for more detail.) 

Problems with the skeet area that she mentioned included the construction 
this summer dong an adjacent section of Ellice Avenue, ir4üch left no sidecrdk 
available to pedestcians. 5he desmieci snow dearing on the side~dks in winter as 

"pathetic". Snow banks at bus stops dso created problems. 
She rnentioned the bus stop aaoss the street from the daycare as a partidar 

problern spot The daycare uses that stop to wait at more than any other. Parents &O 

use it to &op children off and to carry on down Ellice to their different schools or 

work. Roblems she mentioned were no bench to sit on and no summer shade or 

winter shelter- 
Waiks dong the Routes with Daycare Participants 

Discussions were held with the Daycare Supervisor, and one of the daycare 
staff (see Appendix F) The places that they mentioned were mapped. The next step 
\vas to r d k  or ride dong the routes accompanied by a 5 year-old child who had 
attended the Ellice daycare in the recent past On some of these W&S another child, 
age seven, who had &O attended the daycare, accompanied us. During these walks 

the children were asked to talk about the things they saw dong the way, especidy if 
they remembered them from their walks with the daycare. When they remembered 
a place rvhich they had been to with the daycare they were asked what they 

remembered about the place. Sometimes they desoibed places îhat w e  were going to 
before we got there, but usually they remembered a place after seeing it. 

The fol lo~"g maps descn'be the wdks and the things which the children 
noticed. There are also some comments about their actions as they walked dong the 
path. (See Figs. 7.4 - 7.7. ) 















Analysing The Street Comdor Structure 
The investigations of the Ellice Avenue daycare's use of streets combined 

with the pmvious fiterature review allows some hypothesis to be made as to the 
role that streets which are primarily used as pathways, can play in a young chüd's 

life. The design of a path's fommtion, contents, and sight lines affects the controls 
placed on the child's use of the path and subsequedy of places which it leads to (see 

ch.2). To understand probable controls placed on young children presently using 
Ellice Avenue, the street \vas examineci in terms of the safety, ease of access and 

comfort that it offered to caregivers and young children. (Çee fige 7.14) These thtee 

attniutes of space are significant because adults control a chilci's use of space 
according to their presence or absence. 

Children do not usually look for the safety or comfort aspects of a patk They 
do not look for the shortest or easiest routes. Instead they look for paths that sustain 
a sense of familiarity and belonging, give more information about the world around 
them, or provide a sense of delightJSee fia-7.14.) The pedestrian path dong Ellice 
was &O examined in terms of its qualities for providing wayfinding and a sense of 
belonging, information and delight 

Cheddist for the Anaiysis or Design of Comdors 

attribute 
adult concerns safety 

acœs 

comfort 

utegories within that attribute 
- physical measures for safe play 
- t r a c  
- pollution 
- extreme cold and heat 
- "mwanted" people 

- easy rnovement - eg. in doors, up stairs 
- inclusion in adult or school activities 

- physical - cold and rvind 
- sun verçus shade 
- rest phces 



child's concems 

- social - feeling welcome 
- feeling d e  from vandalism 
- feeling safe from violence 

wayfinding - recognising a place and iden-g wïth it 

& belonging - knorvïng tvhere a place is in relation to 
other places 
- being able to find the way "home" 
- feeling d c o m e  in a place 

information on - the adult social world 
- the adult working rvorld 
- the social world of older children 
- the school worid of older children 
- the physid world - nature 
- machine and structure 
- the history dt order that things happened 
- semual stimulation (all five senses) 

- surprise and uniqueness- contrast of scale 

- coior, sparkle and light 
- testhg or changing their physid king 
- suggestions of myth or magic 

fig. 7.8- A Checklist for Anaiysis or Design of Public Paths used by Qiildren and 
their Cuegiven (See Appendix F for an extended version of this cheddist.) 

These six factors were mapped dong the Ellice Avenue routes and rated on a 
scale of one to five, one signifying big problems and five indicatïng excellence. This 
process helped to define the types of problems and combinations of problems that 
existed along the paths most frequently used by the Ellice Avenue daycare. It also 
highlighted the positive points along the path. 

Through this analysis, it became dear that thete were distinct sections of the 
path whidi had similar building formations and use types, and as a r d t  had 
similar issues that needed to be deaIt with. The d o n  of Eiiice Avenue most used 

by the daycare divides into five landscape types. (See Fig. 7.9.) Because it represented 
the largest range of problems, the section vvest of the daycare which indudes the 





daycare itself was chosen for further analysis and final design demonstration 
Section 2 of Ellice Avenue nom an Adult Perspective 

Ellice Avenue sustains heavy traffic flow during rush hour pends. nie 
nearby Maryland and Sherbmk Streets are main through ma& and are heavily 
trafficked throughout the day. AU this traffic is controlied at the intersection 
opposite the daycare by lights and pedeshian signals. They are present because of the 
great number of accidents whidi have occwred, and continue to ocau, between 

traffic and children around John M. King SchooL W o n  2 of Ellice Avenue runs 
from Agnes Street to Simcoe Street. It contains no major intersections. 

The characte of Ellice as a whole is neither residential, commetcial or light 
industrial, but in this sedion the commercial businesses dominate- The type of 
commercial ranges from wholede auto parts, to small family run restaurants (See 

Fig. 7.11.) WillUn section 2 the building types do not exceed two storeys and there 
are large sections of street level parking. Buildings date between 1900 and 1980. The 
older structures are zero lot line, commercial residential mùc and 2 storeys. Along 
the side streets single f d y  residential housing clearly dominates. Lots are 
generally 3û' at street front x lûû' deep. Some houses date badc as early as 1904, but 
most were built between the two world wars. All housing has hwit and back lane 
access. West of the daycare, the side streets are lined with mature elms. 

This area of the aty boasts s u d i  infamous attrïïutes as the highest rate of 
unemployment in the city, together with the lowest average income. The 
community Mudes several strong ethnic groups whïch change as new groups of 
immigrants move to the city. ElIice Avenue istelf refiecis the presence of many 
ethnic groups because many businesses have chosen to use ethnicity as a marketing 
tool. (See Fig. 7. 12.) Although not reflected in the bussinesses along Ellice Avenue 
there is a large native population residing in the area 

Exposulee to the naturd elements in walking and waiting areas, and la& of 
inside eûge or attraction away h m  the street are problems that reoccur within the 

area. Some attempts have been made to address these problems Mth the addition of 
trees, fences and pedestrian levei lighting* (See Figs.7.13 and 7.14.) As a whole this 
section of Ellice Avenue contains some places which have much to offer a young 
pedestrian, but it has other spaces which are comparatively blank. Wety fiom the 
elements or from traffic are a constant concem for care givers, and children £ind 
little to attract or hold their interest. 



- dayurc uscs rhc entirc s c c d  
- storcy and part of thc tirst 
: storcy of this stnictu~. 

Figure 7.10 - Sedion 2 of Ellice Avenue - Area for Detailed Shidy 
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Figure 7.11 - Section 2 of Ellice Avenue - Types of Uses 



Ellice Avenue 

- -the same for twenty years or more - - - G c ~ ~  . - - - .  - .there are a few wbicb change ... 
- - : G E &  : knership frequently- As bussinmes - - 

hced to attnct clicnlel frorn outsidc the 
: ha, they often locus on the ... - - Portuguese 
: :uniqueness of thc ethaicity of their : : : 
: poducts, and advertise ihis aspect of : : or Vktmmese 

Figure 7.12 - Section 2 of Ellice Avenue - Ethnic Image Projected 



Cornplex, Bright or Colorfui Signage O : 

- - 

Figure 7.13 - Section 2 - Positive Existing Elements and Aspects 



El Iice Avenue 

- - pro\ided ttuwghout thisarea. 1 : : : 1 - .  - dosed - no sun - One block to the west and to the - - - - - a - -  
- .  . - . - -  
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- . - * -  - .  - W . - -  - - There is no gcneric signage or - - - - . - .  S . - - -  
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. . repetitive constnicrion in - . . - .  .. 
. . section 2, although ir does occw : : 

- . * * .  
Poor Access Point 

: : further dong Ellice. 1 - -  - * . * *  

I - . . - C . . .  C - C C I C . . * . . - * - * * * . * .  . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . No verticai definition of lot Iine edge 
* - . . . . . * * . - , . - * . * * . . . . . . . - * -  

Figure 7.14 - Section 2 of Ellice Ave. - Exisüng Negative Elements and Aspects 
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Chapter 8 
Ideas for Change 

There is often a large gap between the accumulation of environmental design 

reseaKh or knowledge and it's application in the aeation of places. There are many 

factors that contribute to this problem. Designer, goveniment, and public attitudes 

all take tirne to change, but an equaily demancihg probiem is that of translating an 
idea of how a place could be into actuai nuts, bolts and spaces for püing monr. 

The Sfreet as a Designed Pa& 
Traditional streetscaping is not consistent wÏth designing for the needs of 

smaU childrea An example might be plaâng the same light standardy fencing and 
paving pattem along the length of the pedestnan path Such a streetscaping has 
been done along EiIïce Avenue. Although the streetxaping project did many good 

things, induding the planting of many street trees, the sameness of each element 

within these introductions seems to mask rather than reveal what %vas already 
there. The tendency to decorate the passageway rather than to emphasise the 

presence of the spaces along it not useful in supporting safety, wayfinding, or 

providing information to the passerby. 
There is a balance to be struck behveen wanting to display a cohesive, easily 

identifiable image and exposing the uniqueness and variety already inçtaIled by the 

street's process of formation The Wcation created by traditional street designs can 

produce an effect of delight in adults. The colonnades of full grown elmç found on 
soute side streets in the area do this effectively. However, s m d  children do not see 

things in the same tvay that adults do. They are more IikeIy to be delighted by 
unique events that they fuid dong the path. (See p.39 and the maps of t v a k  in 

Ch.7.) 
Cîiriters interested by the street's capaaty to teach and to express society, both 

to chikiren and adults, have been fnistrated by the ladc of knodedge available on 
how a street can be made to perform effectively in ifs many educational functions. 

The Fllice area is highly variant and rich by its very nature- Introduàng the 
same pattem of bench and lightstand throughout is likely to aeate wayfinding 
problerns for children, In adding to the present path, care should be taken that 
elements or groups of elements contain qualities of uniqueness while still clearly 



dispIaying their function. 

The basic structure of Ellice Avenue is already comfortable and legible. The 
syrnmetry of the Avenue is very direct, moving oumard from the street's center 

he, to moving trafic8 to parked traffic, to the curb where there is often a street tree, 

the sidewalk and findy the vertical building wdl, fence, or curb. The pattern is 
strong enough that in places where Ulis Iast verticai dement iç missing pedestrians 
are left feeling a little lost 

As a pedestnan walks along Ellice Avenue they can read the use of the streets 

and pathways through their size. Maryland and Sherbrook, the h o  major streets are 
noticeably larger than any of the other cross streets. There is even a dear feeling of 
approach moving towards the Sherbrook and -land intersections because the 
buildings become bigger and higher as you approach them. Inversely, the residential 

side streets and their pedestrian paths are smaller than Ellice Avenue. The hierarchy 

of the path is easily legible. 

Rhythm and repetition is present in the reguiar crossing of streets with the 
avenue. A skeet , (12' of pedestrian path, 24' of vehidar path, another 12' of 
pedestrian path), and then a baddane (16' ride) uitersect Elüce Avenue at reguiar 

intervalç. Sometimes the baddane is miçsed out, but not so kequently that the 

rhythm is lost. Çometimes the aoss street is larger, aealing a pause in the rhythm, 
but as this exception is passed the regular rhythm resumes. Even at the far east of 

the path, just beyond the University of W i d p e ~  where it appears that the rhythm 
is broken, it is in realiv only düuiging direction as bvo grids intersecî. The rhythms 
of EKce Avenue resume just beyond the study area. The five blodc area chosen for 
detailed study strictly follows the basic rhythm of cross streets and lanes. A hrther , 
not unrelatecl, rhythm is aeated through the bus stops that occur at hvo block 

interviils dong both sides of the street. 

Such rhythms in street structure help with safety and wayfinding. They 
provide an easily legible street with options for exit at regular intervals. The avenue 
wïth, it's symmetry, it's rhythms and it's axiai qualities, acts as a dahuni# organising 
for the set of buildings and activities along it into a coherent whole. 

Often the most beautiful pieces of art are those that take every day things and 
let us see them more ciearly or in a different light Sometimes the most signifïcant 

1 daturn - Ming given. known, or asoumed as the basis for a reckoning. reasoning. etc. (Webstefs New 
Dictionary) A datum organises a random pattern of elements through its regularity, continuity and constant 
presence.(Ching , 1 979) 







piece of landscape architechue consists only of placing one stone, one p s t  or one 
tree so that it and the environment around it become more real than they were 
before. Certainly the suggestions here cannot be e1evated to those levels, but they 
are an attempt to move towards mvealiRg the eveyday, existïng environment and 
drawing people into participatïng in their suf~oundings~ Changes and additions hy 
to emphasise rather than mask the exithg patterns, aiiowing the various activities 
and histories belonging to the street to affect the street itself. 
Changes to the Pedestrïan Pathway 

Simple adjustments or additions dong Ellice Avenue could help to bring out 
the pattems that already exist within it's structure. 

Rhythms could be ernphaswd by providing public phones, shelters and 
benches at every second bus stop, or placing speàal paving patterns at each street 
crossing, rvith lesser patterns at each lane. Such a pattern codd continue even 
where the lane does not cross, adding an element of delight and understanding. 
This is not to say that the pattem for each street should be the same. There could be 
a change in color or in shape for each side street and at the lares the hvo shapes or 
colors meet (See Fig. 8 2 )  

The present form of the path codd be reinforcd by continuhg a vertical 
edge at lot line more consistently. Vertical edges at the lot line provide Mdren 
~15th an object to touch and a guide to follow. Edges could be r a i d  or shaped to give 
shelter in open areas. Landmarks could be foreshadowed before they corne into 
view. Interesting shapes in existing buildings could be echoed ekwhere on the 
street. There is also potentid for the aeation of a vertical rhythm rvhich could 
counterpoint the rhythm of the s e t s  and lanes. AU of these add teaching 

possibilities to the street. 
With the individual buildings along the street cornes a varïety of experiences 

for pasçkig pedestrians. Those that have big appmachabIe windows displaying 
entichg or descriptive goods, or describing posslities btought by the activities 
inside (eg. haVdressers and travel agents) already give a great ded to the passing 
child. Others which sustain the privacy of indoor activity could potentially use their 
building faces to bring an identity to the building and an association with the child. 
PossiiIe additions indude low planters or window boxes, doormat type paving 
patterns, tiles rvith pictures drawn by chiidren of the activities inside, or even the 
presence of "tools of the tradeP's fixeci nithin or adjacent to the building's facade. 







Corners are points of transition and benefit from detaiis that aid identity and 
wayfinding. (See Fig.8.2) This is particularly true of corners where cross streets lead 
to signiôcant community spaces. Details such as picture or symboI signage codd ais0 

help by providing interest at places where the forward part of a group of dayca~e 

children could wait for others to catch up. 
Strong elements whidi are already part of the streetscape should be used in 

better ways rather than adding more elements to an alrrady aowded passage way. 
Hydro poles are one su& element which have a dominant presence in the area. 
There are presentky three of these towering structures on each of the short blocks on 
the north side of Ellice Avenue. Some of these poles could be painted or carved 
before eredion, adding a human touch to the industrial feel they give to the street. 
(See Fig. 8.4.) 

waiting places 
Waiting places, such as bus stops and rest areas, have a different set of needs 

from passing places. Essential to them is an edge for chikiren to sit on or lean against 

while the caregiver deah with other things. For younger children it is useful if this 
edge is somewhat endosed so that carepivers can contrd any sudden urges to move 
on the child's part The more interesting the restîng place, the easier it is to keep the 
chiidren within it occupied. There should be elements which are distinct, and give 

identity to the waiting place, so that the M d  can recognise the place and develop an 
attachment to it. There should also be elements within the space which change rrith 
each visit. Such elements can be related to changing light, such as priSmsf or 
interesting shadows. They c m  be related to wind, such as fhgs or weather vansf or 
they can be related to seasons, such as flowers, shrubs or snow enclosures. 
Sites with Potentid 

There are certain locations dong Ellice which pcesent parücular and acute 

problems for the small child and caregiver. Two of these areas were chosen for 
further design exploration. What is presented in the following drawings is just an 
example of what could be done. Any real project would have to be carriecl out with 
the input and cooperation of the businesses and land owners of the properties 
involved. It would also benefit from any input h.om tesidents of the 
neighbourhood. 

Because the diverse mix of culturd influences is such a strong aspect within 
the area it was felt that an idea which could strengthen the small M d ' s  identity 





wïth those cultures should be used within the concept of the places. Around the 

world children are told tales about animals, not ody to entertain? but to illustrate 
human tendencies, explain animal characteristics and teach moral lessons. The 
animals in these tales help to explore the child's identity and to explain important 
facets of society. Children themselves often enjoy idenafying and acting out the 
characteristics of the animals. 

The h t  site (Fig.8.5) is located acmss the street h m  the daycare. It was 
pointed out as a pmblem spot by the daycare supervisor and by other caregivers that 
were asked about problems they experienced in the area. The site contains the main 
bus stop, used by both the daycare and by parents coming and going with their 
children. The building structures around the open parking lot space mate a shPng 

~vind in winter while providing little shade on hot m e r  days. There is no edge 
dong the lot line except the inepuiar parking of vehides from the adjacent auto 
parts dealer. This presents problems of safety and disapline because wîth little else 
to attract their interest, children are constantly attracted to the action at the curb. 
There are no possible resting or even leanhg places near the bus stop. The 
combination of problems ad& stress, discodort and conhision to the already 

difficult task of keeping smali children in one place for any length of the.  
Little Rooster and the Heavenly Dragon 

The animal taie that was chosen for the site cornes from China. In the tale the 
celestid dragon tri& the rooster into lending him his golden horns. He persuades 
the rooster to hust the teshony of the centipede as to the dragon's good character. 
The centipede, because of his fear of the dragon, tells the rooster that the dragon is 
hustworthy. Of course the dragon never retwns with the goiden homs, and to this 
day the rooster is calhg to the skies teiling the dragon to bring them badc(See 
Fig.8.5). 

The animais in this story provide some Utteresthg shapes to play with? 

within this fairly compact space. In the suggested design the centipede's sinuous 

body on the ground is echoed by the dragon's airy nibons in the ttees above. The 

rooster, while not actually present is suggested by a large fmce ps t  that he might 
choose to perch on. The setting in a tarm yard, while not implied by the 

construction materials of conaete, stone and tiie, is supporteci by a small grouping 
of plant material behind the adult seating area. (See Fig.8.6). 







t W e  an inset ben& provides adult seating, the lorv step beside the cunring 

wall allows small children to sit loruer down, or to ciimb up ont0 the wail, level 
with the adult seating- The trees rviH evenhidy provide SuffiCient shade in 
s m e r .  As they grow, they ~vi l l  not only give some shelter fkom winter rvind but 

they should deaeasse the severity of the existing wind vortexes. In the mean time, 
the rooster perch and centipede head can provide anchors for a srnaIl rrind and sun 
shelter over the ad& bench area2 . The story of the rooster and the dragon, written 

in Cantoneese and Eng- is placed on the petch so that it on be read rvhile sitting. 

Imagine that you are there watchïng this space. This is the second summer 

that the wd,  paving and plantings have been in place. Consider how the new 
elements provide poçsibilities for activity and positive interaction for the children 

A group of daycare Mdren are waïting for the bus. The hvo smallest, in a hvïn 

strouer sit beside a caregiver, dose to the bendi. One is watching the movement of a 

sparrorv hopping in and out of the nibons on the crabapple tree. The other is 
fascinated by the moving pattern of leaves that the sunlight is projecthg on the 
pavement. Three older children are kneeiïng on the bench beside them. One has 
spotted a squirrel darting under the daylily leaves. The hvo beside him are bobbing 

and straining to catch a g b p s e  of i t  A boy sitting on the ndl is poking his sister on 

the step in front of him. Another pretends to slide down the dope of the w d l  into 

his buddy. Ttvo girk are tryïng to count how many nbbons are in the trees above but 

they keep getting difrent numbers and canot agree on the amount. Three 
diildren are huddled at the base of a îree following the progress of caterpiUar along a 

crack in the tree grate. One boy lies flat, his back against the rvd, so that he c m  feel 
the curve as it Nes and falls. A caregiver caUs to him to ssit up because the bus rci l l  
soon be there. The bus amves. Holding hands, in hvos, the chîldren mount the 

stairs and are rvhisked away. 

A few moments later a mother wallcs by. Her three-year-01d runs happily 
along the waves of the wall as he holds his mother's hand. She pauses to see if the 

daylilies have any scent The little boy stops, both feet on the hexagon at the 

junction of Agnes Street At a nod from his mother he rushes fornard from the 

hexagon to press the crossw& button. When the light changes they aoss, hand in 

hand. 

2 This suggestion is provided to demonstrate the point The writer recognises that the complete bus 
shelter design is not provided. 



Later in the aftemoon two of the daycare girls are badc at the bus stop. Their 
mother has pidred them up and they are on their way home. They are playing tag, 

scmnblùig badc and forth over the centipede waIL Som theh mother will 
intervene, but br now she çits back and watches the= On the 0th- side of Ellice a 
bus passes. It stops two bI& away at the second site chosen for modificatioa 

This site is Iocated just west of the daycare, on the north side of the street It 
consists of a large parking lot, spamiing the entire bl& About half of the area is 
parking assodateci with a local pop and vide0 store. This site was origMny a gas 

station The other half is a commercial parking lot su~ounded by a low fence. There 
is a bus stop Iocated at the far west amer. 

While the 1ow face on potions of thb area does provide an edge, and the 
dear view to the lines of matute elms dong the side streets add a beautiful natual 
element to the scene, there is little else to provide interest or protedion k m  the 
elements. 
The Journey of Amikoonse, Little Beavet 

The story of a joumey was chosen as the inspiration for Uiis location. In this 
modem tale from the Ojibwa nation3 a young beaver who was raised by a boy, 
Ieaves the human village and traveis through the forest untïl he hnds other 
anima like himself. On the way he mets a bird who asks him rvhy he is so far 
hom the big puddle of water where the other beavers live. A little m e r  dong he 
meets an owl who shares his tree and perfonns a ceremony asking the Great Spirit 
to guide him. The little beaver experiences many new things on his joumey. He has 
never been in the bush before. Eventually, he fin& his way to the beaver lodge in 
the big puddle. (See Fig.8.7.) 

In the suggested design the h t  concrete and tile pillar at the east corner of 
the site is a reminder of the boy's cabin. Travelling west the materials lose their 
çmooth polished f e e l  The mugh conaete wall surroundïng the fkst tree with a 
juniper at ifs base, is the beginning of the bush Under it a large rock inset between 
the asphalt parking lot and the ancrete sidewallc, is the littïe beaver (Fig.8.8). 
Further to the west, on the other side of the back lane is a large fiddstone and 
mortar planter containing trees and plants associated with the Canadian Shield. The 
planter walî is 18", a good height to sit on, but it remains mgh so that it is not 
comfortable to sit for any length of tirne. The wall contains a smaller alcove, 

- - -  . - - - -  

m e r e  is a high pp&tion of Cree and Ojibwa people~ who reside in the EUice area. 
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indicating the home that the owl shared with Amikoonse. The fuial arrivai at the 

beaver lodge is located on the west coma of the site, near the bus stop. Here the w d  

forms a larger alcove lined with bendiing. The paving pattern of four hoops and 
four trees symbolise wholeness and well being. Together they aeate a feeling that 
thh is a s p e d  place. The moving shadows of the branches and leaves against the 
pattemed paving give a reminder of shadows on the pond Four large rocks, for 
dimbing on or petching on, are placed in the pond area. They indicate the presence 
of other beavers (fig.8.9). A plaqye telling the story of Amikoonse in both Ojibwa 
and English is situateci beside the highest bench at the back of the beaver lodge area. 

Imagine yourself on Ellice Avenue, on a sunny Odober day. Two summers 
after construction the plantings under the trees just cover the soil Birds are 
gathering in the branches of the m l e t  amur rnaple. A group of daycare children are 
approadiing from the corner of Toronto Street, They have been instructed to wallc 

with one partner on each side of the line which nins down the center of the 
sidewallc. Two girls in fiont giggle as they try to follow the jogs and cufves exactly. 

Ouch! A Little boy pulls his hand away nom the wall as it touches the needles of a 
juniper. The children are heading to the Ilbrary further down the street but on the 
way they have been instructed to look for colored leaves for a aaft project They spot 
the maple up ahead. The girls in front start to nih Th& caregiver immediately 
slows them down. Together they all cross the backIane. Then she allotvs them to 
disperse almg the planter. There are more bright red and yellow leaves here than 
they have seen anywhere else in the neighbourhood. The biggest boys saamble onto 
the wall of the planter m g  to reach farther into the array of annison and scarlet 
W i t h  minutes they each have the leaves they want and begin pushing each other 
into the gooseberry bushes. The caregiver calls them to order back on the sidewak 
They rva1.k in pairs to the benches and sit in a row. Th& coliections are deposited 
into bags with th& names on and placed in the caregivers backpack A boy jumps 
up and nins to catch a leaf that the wind has blom off the trees above. He is ordered 
to sit. Three other children are looking at the rocks in the wall behind them. One is 
telling the others that these rocks might have diamonds inside them. Another sees 

the sun glittering on the quattz in a piece of granite and confinns her hiend's idea. 
A chïld asks the caregiver if the pattern in the pavement is a flower. The caregiver 

replies that it could be a flower and asks if he can see what the flower is made up of. 
Soon they are badc in pairs, m a h g  their way dong the line in the center of the 



path The gathering of ards which moved to the safety of the nearby spruce on their 
arriva1 filters badr to the warmer branches of the maple. At k t  gIance nothing 
significant has happened on this outing, but this is misleaàing. What the children 
are leaming here is a feeling for how the pieces in theïr world are c0~eCted 

toge ther . 



Conclusion 
Welcoming and educating young m&en are tasks that belong not only to 

parents but to soaety as a whole. Young children respond to the spaces around them 

in their o w n  unique ways. They are attracted to the activity within a space more 
than to the space itself. Their experience of space is different fiom an adults, not 
only because of their size but because their five senses operate on a more equal 

footing and in a more open manner than an adulfs. Instead of relying mostly on 
sight, taking in large landscapes at a glance, the small M d  tends to see the details 
and reach out to touch the smaller pieces of the world around i t  The small M d  
will test each new discovery with as many senses as it is physically or culhvally 
allowed to use, gradualiy building up ifs knowledge of the objects which form 
places. (ch.3) 

As the child grows it moves away from the caregivers control of space 

totvards controllhg and constnibing spaces of its own. Children leam to daim 

temtory and to control social relationships through the use of physical space. 
Addts watching diildren explore, manipulate, socially control or construct 

the objects or spaces around them usually call their activity play. Because young 
children are often accompanied by adults, they tend to play in spaces that adults use. 

hkking public spaces compatible to both caregiver and child is possible and c m  

enrich the experience of both groups. 

One type of place that caregivers and young children in the City use are 
commercial through streets. Such streets are often the main passageways and bus 
routes through city neighbourhoods. The Ellice Avenue daycare uses this type of 
street almost every day. What the children and their caregivers experience on this 
street wïIl influence their understanding of the city and of the societ). that they live 
in. 

In order for a caregiver to be comfortable taking small chiidren anywhere she 

must be confïdent that is is possible to be safe fiom aime, traffic, or adverse weather 
conditions. She will be more comfortable if it is possible to move along the street 
easily nithout the high m b s ,  stairs, or m o w  openings that make movuig with 
strollers or sleds diffdt. If there are SuffiCient resting places, phones in case of 
emergency, shelter from rain or snow, access to baüuooms and the dioice of 
alternate transit, such as a bus along the route then she d l  feel better about 



venhiring out with her young charges. 
The small child wiU go where the caregiver takes him. The child rviU benefit 

trom the streets that he is taken dong if they contain recognisable landmarks and 

pictorial signage Uiat help with wayfinding. If the street shows evidence that 
diildren are welcome through the presence of elements that attracî a child or the 
marks of other chiidren dong the path, then the M d  will have a sense that it is 
weicome in public society. When the street is sufficiently transparent, displayhg the 

activities the occur in the buildings along it, there is much that that street can teach 
a child about how adult soàety functions The street can also provide experiences of 

delight for the M d  by giving the chance to test its physical abilities or by showing 
hints of whimsy, myth or magic dong its path. All of the suggestions for street 

modification in chapter 8 follow from these ideas and are meant to help daycares 
become comfortable, involved and interested in the street spaces they use everv day. 

There are a number of areas where huther study could reinforce or extend the 
ideas presented in th& document. Little is redy known about how a street can teach 

a dùld about its world. People have rvrïtten on this topic from their o ~ i  experience, 
but studies which link the real environment with real learning are rare. Many of 
the ideas proposed have little scientüic exactness to back them up. Questions such 
as: At what intervals are resting places needed along a route?, What constitutes 

adequate shelter from wind and rain?, What is required to help adults to use the 

street to teadi their young charges? and How can leveis of noise be balanced rvïth 

visibility on a street with mid-to-heavy-traffic?, are aIl unans14terable without 
further research. 

There is enough evidence to substantiate a daim that environments effect the 

functioning of the daycare and the type of activity that the children engage in. The 
supervisor for the Ellice daycare comrnented (di. 7 ) that her daycare uses the public 
spaces around it because they provide much more than the daycare is able to 
provide by itself.1 Daycares are certainly a major category of user of public streets and 
parks in Winnipeg's core area. A question which is not answered by the 

1 The situation at the Ellice Avenue daycare rvhere an outdoor space is present , but virtually unusable, a h  needs 
further study. Different sources indicate different annvers as to why the space is under used. 'Che daycare director 
points to constant vandalism and accumulations of too much snow as the key problems- One daycare wvorker cornplains 
that them is no shade and that the whole surface is siand. Literature on the subject seems to indicate that a difficult 
access situation and a Iack of accessible storage are IikeIy the cause of the la& of use. Until further study is donc, 
either on this site or by surveying sites in similat situations, it is hard to be sure which are the key factors in 
preventing the use of this space or if it is possible to turn the place into a useful play yard for the daycare- 



predominantly American literature about daycare outdoor space is how necessary is 
it for daycares to have usable private outdoor spaces? To answer this a number of 
other questions must be answered: How does the chiid's f d a r i t y  with a place 
change its leamhg in that place? How does the chiid's familiarity or ownership of 
an outdoor space affect the child's behaviour within that space? Does havingan 
outdoor place whidi it can M d  on or add to, effed that M d ' s  grotvth? Can public 
or shared spaces provide these opportunities for children?, and 1s such a solution 
acceptable within Canadian or Winnipeg sodety? 

Regardes of the answers to these questions, caregivers and young children 
w4.I continue to use central streets and public Spa- in the city of Winnipeg. The 
choice of creating places to rvelcome them or to discourage their presence be 

made by adults. It is up to those adults who understand the importance of young 
children's weifare in the City to be advocates for the children in their aties. 



Appendix A 
Design Guidelines fkom Other Sources 

7 Requirements for the Structure of Space and Equipment for PIay 
(Mitsuni Senda, 1992) 

1) there must be a circulation of play ie. there must be a dear flow of 

movement which compromises one big activity. 
2) the process must be safe but rich in variety. 
3) the space must not be singuiady patterned and must have short cuts 

and by passes. 
4) the place must entail symbolic high places 
5) the process must contain parts where the chiltiren can experience 
dizziness. 

6) the process must offer large and small gathering places. 
7) the process as a whole must not be dosed, it must be open and have 

a number of access routes. 

Play Units, CaIdating the Amount to do 
(Kntchevsky and PrescottJ969 in Elizabeth Prescott, 1985 ) 

Number of Play Units Type of Unit Number of play spaces 
12 vehicles simple 12 
1 rocking boat simple 1 

1 tumble tub simple 1 

1 jungle gyrn with boxes and boards complex 4 

1 ditt area plus scoop trucks cornplex 4 

1 equipped sand table with water super unit 8 

Total Play Places 30 
(The ratio of the number of children to the number of play spaces gives the number 
of things to do per chiid. Prescott considered 2 -2.5 things to do suffiaent but still 
conûictual, while a redy good space would have 5 or more Uùngs to do per M d . )  



Plants for Children in an Urban Play Envhnment 
(Beate Jansson,1984) 

Guidelines 
1) Emphasis on sensory as opposed to hctional qualities inherent in trees, 

shrubs and ground cover vegetation when designùig for the O - 5 yrs age 
group. (eg. leaves, fruit, flowers, sun/shade.) Focus should be on vegetation 
in scale with the size of these children. 
2) Seasonal avaïiability should be designed so interest value scans a i l  four 
seasom. 
3) As far as postible in urban open green spaces plants should be placed to 
emulate natural settings. Native plants shodd be used to avoid cultural 
taboos againçt touching more ornamental plants. (Thomsen and 
Borowieka,'80) (Butler,1958). The more naturalistic is also more forgiving 

in that trampled grasses and broken branches do not destroy the look( R. 
Moore,'86). 
General Issues 
1) Carrying Capaaty - the ability of naturai systems to tolerate or absorb certain 

uses. If w exceeds a threshold the plant community 
cannot heal itself, or compensate for the impact. 

to optimise this: a) use tougher easily regenerating speaes 

b) obtain larger specimens 
c) combine plants uito groups rather than s c a t t e ~ g  

them as individual features. 
2) Slow Growth - Where possible planting should be done 3-5 years before 

play is pennitted (Cohen et aL'79) In the interim 
conventional play structures could be provided and young 
plants proteded by fenang. Children should be involved 
in the process to generate a sense of pride and protection. 



Responsive Enviroments 
(Bentley et ai. ,1985) 

1) Pemeability - making the environment rich with dioice 

2) Variety- uses lead to M e r  variety 
3) Legi'bility 
4) Robustness - flexiïility 
5)Visual Appropriateness 
6) Richness - range of saiçory experience 
7) Personalization - functional and visual - 3 levels a) private domain 

b) boundary domain 

c) public domain 

Other significant guidelines which are too involved to be abbreviated into this 

appendiv indude: 

Guidelines for the Development of Winter Play Environments, Thomsen and 
Borowîeka, 1980 

Daycare Outdoor Spaces Cheddist, Carolyn Francis,l990 
Recommendations For Child Care Centers, Gary T. Moore et al, 1979 

OF particular interest to subjects addressed in this pradicurn are pattern 
800 - 807, %, 512 and 513. 



Appendix B 
Playground Structures and Play Equipment 

Playground Types 
There has been much research done on the cornparison between types of 

playgrounds to see ~ v h i d i  is more benefiaal or more desirable to the M d .  The 
divisions that are g e n e d y  used in this type of research aie; traditional, 

contemporary, adventure and aeative. Although the adventure playground is very 

popular in some parts of Europe and in Israel, it has faiied to be accepted in North 
America. The adventure playground is a superviseci construction zone. The 
materials for construction are provided and the supervisor participates when 
necessary, but generally children make their orvn places. A few good examples of 
Adventure playgrounds exist in North America, but generaily they have been 
resisted or shut dorm by grotm-ups who are &aid of a la& of safety, and repulsed 
by the mess and noise that such a place might cause. Generally, adventure 

playgrounds are considered to be for older children. However, Rivkin ('go), describes 
an Israeli kibbutz Mith such a playground for the presdtoolers. 

The guidelines given by Hartle and Johnson(l993) as weU as Esbensen's 
description of zoning (1990) wodd fall tvithin the category of aeative playgrounds. 

They are, without a doubt, the most comprehensively educational type of 

playground for young children In North America, creative playgrounds are rare on 

public sites. To be their most effective they require some supe~sion,  the provision 

of a storage place with loose parts, with a fairly high degree of maintenance and 

protection from vandalism. Although a carefully designed aeative playground 
should be possible within a highly volatile public play space, most authorities and 

adults are unw.illùig to put the extra effort in and take the extra chances. Many 

playgrounds that should be dassed as "creative"1ie within daycare properties. (For a 

more complete d d p t i o n  of this type of play space see the 1980 CMHC publication, 
Creative Playground Information Kit 1) 

The most cornmon types of playground available in the public play spaces of 
North America are the traditional and the contemporq playgrounds. The 

traditional playground has been c d e d  the concrete and steel jungle. (Johnson and 
Hartle, 1993) It is generally descriid as a playgound of the 195(Ys, with single 
elements of a slide with on entry ladder, one or hvo sets of srwigs, a roundabout, a 



dimbing h m e  and possiily a sand box. Often the ffoor under the elements of such 

playgrounds mas concrete or tarmac. These playgrounds are fairly vandal proof, and 
with some variations have contlliued to be maintained kit0 the present. 

The contemporary playground carries with it many variations most of them a 
reaction against the taditional playground. The best of these wodd contain most of 
the qualities desaibed in Wienstien and Pinaotti's guidelines. Some recent researdi 
has supporteci the w of contemporary playgrounds over traditional ones, finding 
that:"Children use contemporary playgrounds more than traditionai playgrounds, 
contemporary pIaygrounds encourage educatiody worthwhile f o m  of play, and 
some specific characteristics of the contemporary playground (eg.."encapsulation or 
enclosed areas) may promote partidar play behaviours." (p.562, Susa and Benedict, 
1994) Johnson, Christie and Yawkee compare three types of playgrounds, elernent 
types and the play behaviours that they support in this table: 

Traditional 
Linkages - 
Flexible Materials - 
Graduated Challenge - 
Variety of Ewperiences - 

Types of Play Promoted 
Fundional Play + 
Constructive Play - 
Dramatic Ray - 
Group Play - 

- = weakness, 

Contemporug Adventure 
++ + 
-+ ++ 
+ + 
f ++ 

+ + 
- u 

u + 
+ i- 

+ = skength, i+ = major strength 

Problems with the Names Used 
Although the table does show the difference between the aims of playground 

types, other research has found that sometimes contemporary play grounds are no 
better or worse than traditionai playgrounds in terms of their play potentid. ( H a d e  

and JohnsonJ993) Brown and Buger's research on six playgrounds, both 
contemporary and traditional in design suggests that it is the individual elernents 
and their layout which kifluences diüdren's play behaviour and that descnibing a 

playground by playground type is too narrow a method to be useful. Hart and 



Sheenan's 1986 study confirmç that some contemporary playgrounds may appear 
more aesthetically pleasing to adults rvMe king similar or worse than traditional 

playgrounds in t m ç  of play value. (in Hartle and Johnson,'93) However, other 
shidies support the idea that chüdren respond to the playground positively or 

negatively as a whole environment, and that a part idar element within ditferent 

contexts wilI enwurage different play behaviours in children (Hartle and 
JO hnson,'93) 

ûver simplification of desaibug the physical envitonment, particularLy the 

outside environment, has long been a problem within developmental research 
The most recent research in this area has senred to emphasise the importance of 

understanding the speafic layout and contents of any environment under study. 

Play Equipment 

To the general public play equipment has long been seen as the way to 

provide a place for &an diildren to play. Discussion of types of playgrounds iç 
common but unspeafic The speafic pieces of equipment and other elements wivithin 

the playground are also important. Many books wrïtten about playground design in 
the early eighties contain diagrarns of play equipment made from lumber and found 
objects, such as tires. These were revolutionaq as they made a complete departure 
from the equipment of the "concrete jungle" playgrounds. However they often 

echwd the typology of the equipment of that former era. Today the equipment has 
moved badc to mass production, but with a few exceptions the typologies of speafic 
pieces of equipment have remained the same. 
Swings vs. Slides 

One of the questions that needs to be answered is that of the swing. Some 
support it's use saying is is a movable part which the duld controlç and it offers 

oppominity both for paralld, solitaxy and in some cases social play. Others see the 
need to encourage social play on all fronts and as a r e d t  will ody support the use 
of tire swings. The most innuential phyground designers rarely include stvings as 
an element, yet several studies show that it is the most popdar element on 
traditional playgrounds, which still comprise 85% of reporteci structures in the 
United States (Wortham ,1988) The most popular playground structure 
manufacturers do not even build swings into their structures. 

The evidence is there to support the presence of swings on playgrounds- They 



encourage the development of motor skiiis, CO-ordination, rhythm, and visual- 

perceptual development, requinng that the child be consbntly re focussing on the 
changing landscape. (Wortham,l988) They also provide the "ciizziness" factor that 
Senda believes is essentiai to any successful play environment (SendaJ992) 

%des have replaced swings in moduiar structures as the main ciizziness 

element. This appears to be mainly because swings have a higher maintenance 
factor and contain moving parts, which are sometimes considered safety hazards. 
Slides also keep the ckcular motion go- a factor important if a number of 
children are using the structure at one time. Many structures today offer a variety of 
siiding experiences, pointhg to the need to have some varïety within the dizziness 
expenence. What südes do not provide is a place to sit and watch the w~rid from. 

A chapter in Piaverounds for Youne Chiidren, by Marshal R Wottham, 
look at the playground equipment industry today. It discusses companies and the 

market they compete in, advances in materials used and goals that the 
manufacturers are hying to achieve. 

Balancing sensitivity to the physical and soaal environment a playground is 
designed for and the chilciren that are meant to use it is not an easy task. There are 
bound to be some mistakes made dong the way. However, continued evaluation of 
places built combked with coUaboration wïth the community of users is a method 
nr\'hich should eventually lead to more success than Mure. 



Appendix C Manitoba Childcare Statistics 
Notes on the Canadian Nationd Child C u e  Shdy -Manitoba Report 

Data for MB, taken kom phone interviews conducted during fall1988: 
-Sample 24,155 families with QI31 children ages O-12yrs 
Social, historical and legislative contexts of childcare ui Manitoba are 

providecl in the first 3 chapters of the child care study 
The following statis tics are taken h m  Statistics Canada and stated in the 

Canadian National Child Care Study: 
- There are 110,300 f d e s  with at Ieast 1 child under 13 in bkî~toba. 
- niere are 193,600 children ages newbom-12 yrs. in Manitoba. 
Of those families interviewed ùi the national study: 
- 85.2% of the children lived in two parent homes 
- 14.8% of the children Iived in one parent homes 
- almost half, 483%. of those in hvo parent families were newbom-5yrs of age 
- 41.6% of those children in hvo parent families tvere newbom-5yrs 

Large Urban Centers 
In Manitoba 56.5% of diildren live in urban centers of 100.000 or more. 

Of those in large wban centers, who are newborn-Syrs, 
-58.9% of O-17mos. are in large centers& 200 out of 24,lûû 
-60.2% of 18-35 mos. are in large centers, 13,600 out of 22,600 
-58.7% of 3 - 5yrs olds are in large centers, 26,300 out of 44.800 

In total 59.1% or 54,100 out of the 91,Sûû chikiren aged newborn - 5 yrs Live in 
large urban centers. 
Specid Needs Children 

Of the children in bIE$ 11.3% of families have at least one child with speaal 
needs. They comprise 7.1% of all children in Manitoba ages newborn-12yrs. 
Employment 

Of the parents that were interviewed by phone during the CNCG with 

children, ages nesvbom-5p: 
- 38.6% worked fidl time 

- 16.4% worked part time 
- 45% were not employed 

Most often it wras the mother that was interviewed. 



Designing for Infants 

The Relatiomhips that Influence a QUId's Gmwth 

One way to desaie  this relationçhip between the child, the caregiver and the 

environment is rvithin a "nested environmental structure" ( Bremer,l979 in 
Heidmets,l985). 

(CUI,- = (CAREGrvERSlPEERÇ = (CHILD = ENVIR0NhEN-r) 
In this mode1 the diild-environment relationship is mediated through the 

soaal relationships. Although this role of soaal relationships and environment is 
sometimes reversed, so that the child-social relationship is mediated by the 
environment, the three elements always work in relation to each other. Whether 
the relationship is seen as more one or another may be due to the discipline of the 
person studying the phenomenon, the phenomenon king skdied and the chilci's 
personality tenanaes (eg. global or analytical) (Johnson and others,1987) and age. 

Al1 three; cMd, environment, and caregiver, are mediated by culture. What is 
limiting in this diagrun is that it doeç not show that the cxregivers and peers are 
also rnediated by the environment For the purpose of this study a slightly different 

caregivers environment <zx> 
In this diagram the M d ,  caregivers, pers  and environment all act on each 

other. Different types of research uncover different aspects of this relationship. It is 
easy to see how the following research staüstics suffer from only comparing two or 
three factors of the child's situationat a the.  However by comblliing such researdi 
~5th other types of research and tempering it with some experience of the situation 
one c m  begin to gain an acurate pictw of the lives of children. 



Infants (birth -12 or 18 months) 
The needs of the infant are very dîfferent from Uiat of a todder or a 

preschooler. Often in childcare centers infants are seperated fiom older children 
because of their greater dependancy on the caregiver and their irreguiar sleeping 

patterns. However, in maller groups, such as Uiose found in home daycrue 

situations, one or two infants can e d y  be integrated into the same enWonments 

as older children 

In infancy the chüd is only concerned with its immediate environment. Its 

comection with it is very direct. Its perception is not independent but is an integral 
feahire of its motor reaction. "Every perception is a stimulus to activity."(Let\in,l935 
in Vygotslcy, 1978) A ball demands to be toucheci and tasted. A door demands to be 

opened; a staircase to be climbed. 

Its sewori-motor skills are developing at an inaedible rate. With eadi ne\%. 

physical development come new ways to explore the immediate environment. The 
child begins by exploring its own body parts, fingers and toes. As co-ordination 
increases it leams to p s p  objects and then to release them. Sitting, standing, 

crawlkg and finally ~vallring ail bring increased access to the physicd 
environment. 

Imitation is the first evidence of the child's growing ability to function in the 
symbolic realm. The child imitates soumis, faad expressions, and actions that have 

been heard or seen. 

May is integrated rvith exploration. Object play moves from mouthing and 

banging objects to grouping and sorüng objects, and finally to conventional use of 
the object. For example, doil goes from king tasted to king associateci with other 
dolls and with babies, and finally to being racked to sleep. Object play is said to move 
from centered to decentered. Vygotsky points out that at this point the child has 
already achieved a high level of comecting meanhg with the object. Hiç example is 
that a dock is understood as a dock, not a aide of glassi two sticks and some 
numbers. 

Social play is often limited to salitary play in the vicinity of others or 
interadion Mith an accommodating play partner; a partner old enough to recogniçe 
the baby's limitations and ensure that the play runs smoothly. However, caregiven 



are able to facilitate social interaction with peers (Johnson and others, 87, Spencer 

and Blades,'85) 
Environments that encourage movement 

Opportunities to dimb are parfi&ly important after the first four or five 
months, as they aîlow for the development of musdes and coordination. One 
environmental design which works well reshicts areas by requiring advanced skills 
to reach them, while the rest of the area is open to exploration. Older infants and 

toddlers who are ready to take on tasks like sand play and blodc construction are able 

to surmount the obstades to get to the areas, while younger infants are still free to 
roll or roam in areas that are appropriate to their abilibes.( see Francis,1990) 

Environments that move and stimulate the senses 
Of the five senses touch is the most neglected in non residenaal settings for 

diildren. For a srnd M d ,  under three, touch is the most critical of al l  senses.(Olds, 

1987) The skin is the humans largest sensory organ. The infant discovers the world 

with every toudi. 
In creaüng a place for infants a lot of thought should be put into surfaces. 

Floor surfaces are most often in contact rvith the infants body. Variety within these 
surfaces aîlorvs for a range of experiences. Often in daycares there are too many hard 
surfaces and not enough soft enveloping surfaces.(Olds, 1987, Prescott,l987) 

Another sense which is often neglected is hearing. Besides playing music for a 
child, dowîng the infant (and the toddler and preschooler) to test out sound 
making is important. Traditionally a favorite activity of the five to eight month 
child is banging together and beating on "mom's" pots and pans. This can be 
expanded into a music playground with wind chimes, drums, surfaces that make 
sounds when sat on or walked o n  

Light is a sensual stimulant that the infant aaves. Of particular importance is 
daylight. No other type of light has the range of intensities or the patterns of change 

that daylight provides. Daylight plays a role in teadiing the reguiar pattern of day 
and night. 

Similady varkty should be sought in types of space. %me spaces should be 
large and others smail. A variation in ceiling height, floor height, and wall shapes 
allows infants to become aware of the entire space. 

Prescott and David comment that the success of a daycare is directly 
related to the number and types of spaces that can be created rvithin it. (1976, as in 



Olds, 1987) The presence of naturd forces and elements wivithin or forming these 
spaces iç an important asset Nature engages ail the senses 144th it's constant change 

and variety. 
In daycare environments infants are usually placed in a ratio of one caregiver 

to every three chilàren. This much higher caregiver/Md ratioincornparison to the 
toddlers and preschoolers, 1:3 instead of 1:8, dernonstrates the extremely demanding 
nature of loolcing after infants. Any design for diildren of this age must look at such 

ideas as containment during play and isolation during rest ümes, rvhich allow 
caregivers to hction more effectively. 



Appendix E 
Private Outdoor Space for Daycares 

As a dosely relateci topic to the one covered in the main body of this 

practicum information was also gathered on the topic of private spaces for daycare. 

This appendix gives an idea of the design Uunking that has developed around such 

spaces. 

Available Information 

The bat, and most indusive, of the design guidelines for daycare outdoor 

space indude the foUowing. Gary T. Moore et. al, 1979 Recornmendations for 
Childcare Centers, contains guidelines made in a form based on Christopher 

Alexandefs concept of a pattern language. This project w T s  done for the United 

States h y  and involved extensive literature and faalities research. Sybil 
Kritchevsky and Elizabeth Prescotî's, Planning Environment's for Young - Children 

was witten after three years of empirical study, of fifty daycare centers d over the 

United States. Thete has not been another such in depth study since. Aithough 

wrîtten in 1969, it contains valuable tools for the measurement of quality in outdoor 

daycare envimnments that are as appropriate today as they were then Finally, 
Carolyn Francis' chapter in People Placeç,(1990) on 'Waycare Outdoor Spaces", which 

brings together more recent information, critiques some case studies, and provides a 
design review check k t ,  is a straight forcvard introduction to the topic. AU three of 

these publications provide valuable information on how to design outdoor spaces 
for daycares. 

How Much Outdoor Space 1s Needed 

The necessary quantity of outdoor space per child was established by kescott 

and others' (1%9) s w e y  of daycares in the United States. Most e t e r s  rely on and 
continue to quote their recommendations. The generally agreed upon guideline is 

that a daycare center shouid have between 100 and 200 sq. ft. of w b l e  outdoor space 
per child. Where space is very d i f f id t  to secure, 75 sq.&. per child, if well used, is 
considered adequate by some. (Moore and others,1979; Frances,l990, Esbensen,l990) 
Esbensen stresses that if less than 100 sq. ft. of space is provided, the child rvill have 

little desire to use the outdoor space, and as a result the advantages of such a space 



tviU be lost. 
Wtut Should be in the Space ? 

Thirty years of research since the early 1960's have led to the formation of 

what it is to have a developmentally appropriate space. Most publications on 
outdoor daycare space which were published before the year of the chüd (1980) had 
little developmental research to badc them up. Smce that üme play space 
recommendations in general have emphasised the need to provide space for all 

types of children's play and activity, rather than the old emphasis on "blonhg off 
steam". There are two sets of goals in the design of daycare outdoor play space. The 
first is to provide for ail types of play, huictional, constructive, dramatic, and group 
as w e U  as for observation or withdrarval, the second is to provide ÇUfficient quantity 
of things to do. More specific recomrnendations tend to grow out of these points: 

Functional, or gros motor play is generally provided in play spaces through 
various climbing and balancing apparatus, dizpness apparatus, such as swings and 
slides, and space for running. Wheeled toys such as tricycles are also recommended. 

The importance of sand, or some other malleable substance, preferably dong 
with a water source and loose containers and toys, is stressecl for provision for 
constructive play (Francis ,1990). Rough natual areas areas are also emphasised for 

their teaching possibilities as well as their provision of many constructive materials. 
Snow is another important constrictive material, which should be designed for in a 

winter dimate. (See Winter Spaces, Chapter 6, p.75) 
Suggestions for provision for dramatic play indude construction of s m d  

spaces (YawkeyJ99û) the inclusion of suggestive objects such as store counters, space 

ship çhapes, towers and steering wheels within the play park (Susa and 

Benedict,l994) and the provision of loose parts, in the form of dress-up dothes, or 

props (Francis,19!3û). There is some suggestion that the existence of detail in these 

physical provisions can serve to encourage persisteme in pretend play.(Qyde and 

Rodd,in Garling and Valsixter 1985) This is likely one reason why real objects 
create more interest and generate more extensive play than pretend play objects 
made for children; a real fire agine is better than a toy one.(Frost,l990) Garden areas 
and animal areas are also highiy recommended, as they provide many lessons about 
Me, growth and allow for acting out roles of adults in a real situation. 

Croup play is a ~ l d e  category. Studies have shorvn that more social 



interaction and group play occurs in acüvity poor environments. (Prescott,1972, 

Yawkey,l990) The common sense of such a condusion is easy to see if one 
remembers the form of many of street games. However there are some 

recommendations in the research for the design of group play environments. Group 
play must be broken into categories. If the total play space allows for citdar routes 

then it is more conducive to active group play such as chase games. (Senda.1992) 
Provision for dramatic play has similar requirements whether for a group or a 
single child. simply the size of pretend constructions needs to be altered slightly. 
Preschoolers do not generdy engage in the complex game activities of older 
children. Theù group activity requires smaller spaces trith more complexity than 
the playing fields or street surfaces used later in childhood. (For more extensive 
suggestions for play opportunities, listed by developmental stages, see Chapter 5 and 
Appendix D). 
How Much is There to Do? 

Quantity is a deceptive aspect of play space. A place may be full of exciting 
things to do, but if it really only provides for twelve dddren and fifty children are 

expected to use it , numerous problems can result. 
Kritchevse and kescott developed a system for meamring if there is enough 

to do for each diild in the play yard. This system divides play units (A piece of play 
equipment trith the space needed for it's use) into simple units, such as a swing, 

complex units, such as play house ~ 4 t h  supplies or an area with animals, and super- 
units which combine three or more play units, such as sand with play materials and 
water, or a tunnel with movable boards. boxes and mates. a scoring system 

developed from these categories, allowing one for a simple unit, 4 for a complex 

unit and eight for a super unit. Super units were scored highest because of their 
potential to accommodate more children over a longer p e n d  of time. This scoring 
\vas put into a ratio of units (or play spaces) to children. It was found that when a 

space has only 2 to 2.5 play spaces per child tree play periods did not work well. A 

really good space provided 4 to 5 play units per chiId.(Prescott. 1987) 

In recognition that the perfect place is often not possible, Presco tt, Jones and 
Krichevsly, recommend that whether limitations are spatial or clirnatic major 

emphasis should be placed on " the maximum organisation of a large variety of 
primarily simple units and the provision of space for those activities, such as wheel 
toys and digging, which cannot take place indoors."(Prescott and Jones, rvith 



Kri tchevse, 1972) 

Other Practical Site Considerations 
There are other practical considerations which are recoxnmended in the 

design of daycare outdoor space. Chüd accessile, lockab1e storage for bikes, sand 
tools and other loose parts with access fimm the outside is inaedibly usefd, 

especially tvhen the outside site does not have an easy flow into the daycare 
building. Such storage aUorvs for the introduction of more and varied Ioose parts, 
allorvs children more choice of what they use and gives the children opportunity to 

do their orvn cleaning up. 
Drainage is also an inaedibly sipifiant aspect of successful play design. 

Having a weH drained paved area near to the building allows outdoor play wizith 

b d s  and wheeled toys more quiddy after rain or snow. (Thomsen and 
Bororieka,l979, Francis, 1990) Playstructures, &O need to be well drained. Surfacing 
beneath dides and swings are particularly important as the tendency is to rvear 
grooves ont0 compacted sand, soil, or grave1 beneath them, creating areas for water 
to collect. The presence of vegetation away from the building can mediate dimate 
and provide an on site place for rain water or mow melt to drain into (Franas,l990). 

Transitions are a category of design which are often over Iooked. The inside 
'outside transition desemes careful design consideration Easy, dearly visiile 
transition between inside and outside lets the child see and understand the 

connection between where he has been and where he is going. Screened porches or 
overhangs, are describeci as invaluable transition spaces (Moore et.d.,1979, 
FranSs,1990, Olds, 1987) Large enough porch areas aI.Iow for play outside even in 

marginal weather conditions, provide a proteded place for wet or dirty play, and 
allorv clear physical commw\ication about transition between in and out. In colder 
dimates there is reason to feel that a glassed in porch may be advantagrnus for 
allowing sun in and providing a place for cold weather dothes. 

Circulation must be clearly visible. Absence of a path causes confusion. 
Children do both know how to move fiom one place to another so they run into 
each other and often disturb each otheis play. (Kntchevsky in Rescott and Jones 
1972) There is also a problem with dead space, which is never used because it does 

not lead anywhere. Carefd stnichuing and placement of play units c m  insure that 
a l l  the free space is usefui path space. Cooper Marcus (1990) also recommends that 
within more open settings there be a paved circulation space around the play 



structures dorving chiidren on wheeled vehides to move freely and producüvely. 
Using a "Found" Site 

Most urban daycares in Winnipeg are situated in found sites; meaning that 
their prernises was built for somethïng other than daycare use. %me of these 
conversions to daycare are success~, others others are not Gary Moore etal. (1979) 

comment that the costs of using found space over construction is the major factor in 

making found space desuable, and that the image of the space, both for adults and 
children is the major obstacle to overcome when renovating the old space. Anita 
Olds (1987) is quoted as giving some ways to mate a positive image: "give the 

renovated building a distinguishable entry, a "feeling of place"; increase the 

articulation of the new function; mate a warm informal atmosphere, a "hui place 
to be." For these reasons, Moore and Company (1979) add that often the use of an old 
house is a very successhd found daycare space. The image already has a riomey" 
atmosphere. 

This image problem holds tme in at least one urban Winnipeg 
neighbourhood. Of the three local daycares, all constructeci in found space, the one 
situated in a large old house, across the street from a park, is by far the most 
successful. The least successful of the Ihree is situated in an obviously indushial one 
story building, uses a side entrance, and for outdwr space has just a fenced in 
portion of the large adjacent parking lot Although the indoor facilities are carehilly 
and sensitively laid out, the daycare's image is created by what can be seen £rom the 

outside. The third daycare is the daycare being looked at in this practicum, the 
Yh4/YMrCA daycare on Elice S t  (see Chapter 7) 
The Site as A Whole 

Daycare outdoor space not only consists of the outdoor play area. Parking and 
&op off facilities, as well as pedestrian access and entrances are important features. 
There is often little flexibility in a found site in how these hct ions are laid out. 
However, s d  seemingly insigniticant adjustments to such features can make a 

difference in the daycares hctioning and image. 
Moore et. al. (1979) recommend that pedestrian walkways and entrances be 

made visudy dominant over vehicuiar access and parking. Entrantes should be 
obvious and welcoming, indicating dearly to chüdren that this is a place which will 

welcome them. They recommend that entrances shodd echo the local entrance 
process of most homes. Often this indudes a front yard, followed by a front porch. 



They also suggest that materials which a residential rather than institutional in 
nature be used, and that viervs into the building and play yards be provided. 

Positive Proximities 
In many ci@ daycares sited in found spaces, there is little or no outside space 

belonging to the daycare. In such cases a great deal of use is made of the public spaces 
within the daycare's neighbourhood. Beyond the obvious use of neighbourhood 
playgrounds and parks, ''chikiren need to spend some lime in the center of things, 
nez  schools, liraries, places of work, shops, and the like, in order to aquire 
familiarity wïth the addt Iïfe of the co~~ununity."(G.Moore et. d.,1979) Many sudi 
areas can be used creativeLy to supplement the daycare's own space, and provide 
necessary Iearning oppominities. 

Dangerous areas, and areas where there are noxious fumes are obviously 
negative proxïmities. Cars remah the most serious danger to s m d  children. 
\Vhete ever possible designers should go to great lengths to protect areas where 
smalI children frequent from vehicular hazards. 
Moving in Neighbourhood Space 

Due to the infant and toddlers size and limited movement capaaty they are 
often transported in tvheeled vehides of some shape or size. Any care giver puUing 
the standard ratio of three infants or six to eight preçdioolers is limited in their 
ability to move through space. Access up stairs or through narrow multiple doors is 
impossible. Curbs constitute frustrahg barriers, as do entrances to parks , made to 
prevent bicyde access. Easy access to bathroorns and wann up facilities is &O of 
primary importance in any area that is regularly used, which is away from the main 
faality. 
The Ellice Avenue Daycue Entrance 

Each tune they exit or enter the inside space of the daycare, they pass through 
the same doonvay, dowm the same stairs, and traverse the same lane- Whether they 
move from this exit to mce Avenue and beyone, down Agnes Street to Nursery or 
Endergarten dasses, or into the daycare's orvn outdoor play space, this same 
doorway constitutes the end or the beginnuig of the joumey. This space is auciai to 
the identity of the daycare center and to the identity of the children who daim 

ownership of the daycare. 
Although neither addts nor chilcken adually voiced concems about this area 

directly, it is dear to the rvriter U t  both groups are concerned about i t  The children 



iden* that entrance as their daycare, but there are problems with Ks lack of 
visibility h m  Ellice Avenue or even from Agnes Street. The daycare s u p e ~ s o r  
and other workers have made attempts to aeate a welcoming entrance within the 
confines of the present structure- They have painted the stairs and door in bright 
colors, and places a dear sign with the naine of the daytare to one side. However, 
the currextt structure of the entrante is extternely limiting. When analysing 
problems on the street (see Ch3) it was fouiad that the bigest access problem that the 
daycare faced was th& own entranœ. 

Some pteliminaiy sketches were done to explore what could be done about 
this problem- SimpIy, blocking the lane, which is already blocked in winter by snow, 
changeing the staircase to a porch /deck/ramp space, moving the entrance to the 
play area near to the building entrance, and adding some lodcable outside storage 
would make an enormously positive impact, not only on the daycare's image and 
visability, but on the usefulness of the curent outdoor play space. (see the following 

page) 



I 

existing 
Figure F.1 - Ellice Aveiiue Daycare Site - Existing aiid 

daycare 
en trance 

1 - decklstir area 
2 - ash tree in center of deck 
3 - stage with storage underneath 
(additional storage under deck/ 
stair area) 
4 - large gate entrance to allow the 
deposit and removal of a snow hill 
5 - new entrance to play yard 
a- shrub 



Appendix F - Field Notes 

Disassion/Lnterview with daycilfe dimtor 
September 1996,9:3û am 

- The director has been at the daycare for nuie years. 
- Notes t m e  taken as she taked. 

"In summer we use the parks around the ara, espeaally the recreational 
facilities on Langside near Eltice- W e  use the green space park and the water 
park there. W e  a h  reseme the gym at the rec center there and they wdi gïve 
us balls and things to play with. 

W e  haven't been in the daycarefs park (th& private outdoor space) all 
summer. The vandalism is just too much. Every day ifs a mess, so we just 
leave it. 

We go to the (paddling) pool at John M, King (sdiool) almost every 
day, and rrTe spend time Uiere on the field and in the shade of the trees. Ive 
sometirnes do diallc dtarvings on the playground asphalt. 

Usudy rve take the kids srvinunhg at the YWCA pool a i l  çummer but 
rire just had a 70% tum over so we stoppecl gohg svimming until we got to 
know the new kids- 

The places we use in the warm weather rvould be: The Magnus Eliason 
Rec Center, mith the green park. the water park and the gym, Furby Park, 
Oriels Park and Community Center, Home Street Park and w e  also rvak 
more often to the srvimming pool. 

Most of the time in the summer we wak to places that are near 
enough we usually take a few trips to the water çlides at Vimy Ridge Park, 
and to the Dakota Water Play Park in S t  Vital. 

In Winter we use the daycare park a lot The vandalism problem 
usually goes away in winter. W e  take the transit system to a lot of indoor 
places. We usually go to svimming at the down torvn YMCA, the museum 
of Man and Naturef the Children's Museum, the Forks, and Centenial 

Library, especiaiiy for their story time prograa" 
Problems with the street area that she mentioned induded the 

construction this summer dong an adjacent section of Ellice Avenue, which 
Ieft no sidewallc available to pedeshians. Snow dearing on the sidewalks in 
Ivinter which she desaibed as "pathetic". Snow bankç at bus stops also 
created problems. 

The bus stop aaoss the street fkom the daycare was a partidar problem 
spot the daycare wd that stop to wait at more than any other. Parents also 
used it a lot- There riras no bench to sit on and no shade or winter shelter. 

She explainecl that most excursions outside the daycare consisted of 
14 - 16 kids with two adults. This rvould be two daycare groups. When the 
daycare park was used the groups would follorv the same format. 



Discussion with daycare worker about the cumnt daycare outdoor area 
September 12,19%, 190 ppm 
The woman rvho volenteered this information had worked at the daycare 

for eleven years. These notes rvere made immediately following the conversation 
-The workefs first reaction was to describe the need for summer shade- She 

had reccomended that plant soae robusta poplar in one corner of the 
outdoor space. 

- She would like to have a g d e n  for the children to plant but was concerned 
that it urdd be vandalised by the nieghbourhood kick. 
- She-didn't mind the smaller children breaking in and playing on the s-ings 
and structure. She was concemeci by the bigger kids that get in later in the 

day, because they might carry a hife or other wgepon. She \vas also 
concemed that the little kids Uiat break in might get hurt going in or out of 

the fence. çhe said that they had tned keeping the door open so that the 
nieghbourhood could corne and go but now they hied to lodc it. 
-The one thing she hated about the play area is that the whole ground suface 

is sand and it gets into evqthu\g. 



extended checklist for the analysis of corridors 
adult concerns 
saf* - traffic 

-things that help to prevent pedestnan vehide conflicts : 
moving dong the street 

- attraction at building face 
- pavement pattem 
- pavement rridth 
- separation between pedestrian and car 

eg. parking lane, trees, bollards, planters, gras ... 
-speedoftraffic 
- traffic path ( m e s  and jogs slow bafnc speeds) 

aossing the street 

- marked crossings with lights at intersections 
- pedestrian crossings with lights at crucial points 
- darity of direction around major aossings 

- air pollution due to vehide emissions 
'sensitive uses, such as bus stops, playspaces, building entrantes 

and sitting areas, are key places to rvatch for the followïng: 
combinations of= 

dose proxemity to the road 
large intersections rvith high emissions 
poor air circulation due to wind shadorvs or spaaai enclosures 
required intervention; cutting dorm,fiItering or seperation 

- extreme cold and heat 
build microchnates in sensitive areas, creating: 

- shade and breeze for summer 
- sun and wind protection in winter 
- materials such as wood and plastic, not exposed rnetal 
- cool gass for heat , wami aspMt for cold 
- coiors which absorb heat in winter and reflet  in summer 

- 'unwanted" people and vandalism 
- block easy Ming places eg. dark deys between buildings 



- inuease visibility to passing trafic (pedestrian & vehide) 
- aeate clear ownership and use of ptivate k semi private space 
- use creative solutions to daiming and retalliing space rather 
than lock out or "vandai proof" materials 
- have maps and signage that inform of ways out and where to get help 
- easy access to public phones 
- systems of qui& response to vandalism and destruction so that the 
effects do not last 

- physicd mersures for safe play 
- these are detailed in many play guidelines and mostly apply to 

larger nodes rather that comdors. 
access 

- easy movement - eg. in doors, up staVç 
rvheeled vehides such as stroilers or wagons require: 

- sloped ~ b s  

- ramps as an option to stairs 

- large entrantes 
- snow removal 

large groups of small children require: 
- edges to line up against 
- suffitient path width to move in double file and pass others 
even irt winter months 
- steps with smaller risers and lower hdrails than adults 
- places to rest dong the way 
- easy access to bathrooms 

- inclusion in addt or school activities 
- this overlaps with "understanding" and is detailed there 
( see below) 

comfort 
- physical 

- cold and wind, sun versus shade- these concerm are the same 
as those detailed under safety (see above) 
- rest places- 

- social 



- feeling welcome 
- in phytical space this is dosely comected to the presence of 
physical comforts ie-problems unique to the children and their 

care givers, being understood and dealt with. 
( This would indude ail the detaüs above and below. ) 

- feeling safe kom vandakm and feeling safe from violence 
- although the perception of such is not the same as the actual, 

the suggestions in the safety section address both (see above) 

child's concerns 
wayfinding and belonging - recognising a place and identifying rvith it 

- knorving where a place is in relation to other places 
- fïnding the way "home" 
- feeling rvelcome in a place 

things which aid wayfinding am : 
- signage at the right hieght focused on pedestrian traffic, using 
pictures and qmbols, not just words. 
- landmarks - unusual, permanent. often large, elements in the 
landsoipe. 
- unique combinations of wusual  elements 
- places which attract intrest eg. fire W or toy shop 
- problems are caused by sameness, even more by sameness of 
landmark type elements. 

things which aid belonging are: 
- king dotwd to see what is happening in a place 
- hding things which are the right size, are interesting, or that show 
that children have ken induded in making the place. 

- king allowed to explore and corne to understand a place 
understanding - hding things which help to build knowlwdge about the world 

-the adult social world 
- adjacenaes to places ~vhere adults meet or tak 

- the adult working wodd and it's systems 
- visual access to the everyday working of the street 



- visual access to the inside workings of restaurants, stores, hairdressers, 
and repair shops, whether throughwindows, open doors, or work 
done on the street. 

- visusal access to emergency systems of ambulence, police and fire 
vehides and their response to olls. 

- the sociai world of older Mdren 
- visilal and physid access to older children's play areas, - parks, 
community centers, school yards, etc. 

- the school world of oldet children 
- visual access to the goings and commings of the school Mdren 
- occaisional physical access to the inside of the school, eg. Ii'brary, gym, 
speaal events.. . 

- the physicd world - nature 
- access, through all senses to the nahiral world, in many fom,  but in 
controlled portions; water, earth, rocks, Sun, wïnd, plants, tain, and 

snow. 
- visual access to places rvhere aeatures Live without human care; 
beetles, worms, ants, birds etc. 

- machine and structure 
- visual accesss to machines and their working eg. street and cleaning 
construction, and car repair. 
- visual access to construction of other types, eg. garages being built, 
houses re-stuccoed, or signs painted. 

- the history or order that things happened 
- elements that are older adjacent to elements that are newer 
- presemation of important elements whether man made or 
natural tvithin new frams workç. 
- re-use of older elements for new purposes 
- use of local natural materials such as limestone with fossils 
tvhich are reminders of locai natural history 
- pichire story boards, and markings that tell of events or 
elements of the past. 

delight (anything that gives great pleasure, but mostly myth and magic) 
- sensory stimulation (any of the five senses) 



touch- rvalls, smootk bumpy or patterened to run fingers dong. 
smell- flowers, baking, taste - bemes, 
hearing -water moving, chimes, church belis, sirens 
sight - more of individual elements, events or people than the 
total visual impression 

- suprise and uniqueness- contrast of scale 
- color, çparkle and light 

- opportuni@ for testing or changkig physical being 
- curbs or low tvalls to balence on 
- stavs to nui up and d o m  
- ramps to nui up or down (dizziness sensation) 
- poles to swing on or bollards to Srde (dizziness sensation) 

- change of hieght - hills , walls, or posts to mount 
- elements which change: 

- with seasons, such as plants, 
- with changes of light or wind, such as shadorvs or flags 
- periodicdy, being removed and replaced with something new, 
such as the display in a shop rvïndorv. 

- indications of other beings eg. fairies or other aeahires eg. animals 

(This check list \vas used in the analysis of street comdors, to see what \vas 

there and what was missing. It waç also used in the design of spaces dong the 
comdo t.) 
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